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PART A. INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
1. Introduction
The purpose of the stability theory of the laminar boundary layer is
_to determine whether a small disturbance introduced into the boundary layer
will amplify or damp. If the disturbance damps, the boundary Layer should
r
	
remain laminar. If the disturbance amplifies, and by a sufficient amount
then transition to turbulence should eventually take place. The stability
theory cannot predict the location of transition. What it can do is to
establish those states of the boundary layer which are most likely to lead
to transition,-to identify those frequencies which are the most dangerous,
and to indicate how the external parameters can best be changed to avoid
transition.
%'will be the purpose of these lectures to give the fundamentals of
the stability theory, to establish its chief results, and to give an idea
of the physical mechanisms at worlt. Detail, except for a few topics felt
to be of particular importance, will be left to the nuraerous references.
Of the latter, there now exist a number of review articles Rnd two books,
f	 The articles are by Shen (1960, Stuart (1963), Reid (1965), and Drazin and 	 ^.
Y.'
Howard (1966). The latter is devoted exclusively to the inviscid theory.
The article by Reid is particularly complete on the asymptotic theory. The
l
books are by Lan (1955) and Betchov and Cri:inale (1867). An older review	 1`
article that can still be read with profit is Prandtl (1935)• The well-
known book of Schl.ichting (1960) on boundary-layer theory includes two- 	 h
chapters on boundary-layer stability.
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There has always been a certain air of mystery about stability theory
for many people. This is probably a result of the elaborate mathematical
procedures that were necessary to arrive at any results. The well-developed
inviscid stability theory suffered the embarrassment of predicting complete
stability for two of the Most common flows, the Blasius boundary layer and
flow in a pipe. The viscous theory was of such a complexity that almost
no general results could be established. In spite of the many difficulties,
the instability of the incompressible Blasius boundary layer was worked out
by Tollmien (1929) ., and this theory received confirmation in its essential
aspects in the classic experiment of Schubauer and Skramstad (1947)•
Since about 1960 9 the approach to stability theory has been considerably
modified by the modern high-speed digital computer. Instead of the painful
extraction of a handful of numerical results from elaborate and time•consuming
calculations of dubiou13'accuracy9 the computer can produce an immense quantity
of accurate numerical results directly from the differential equations. The
ease of.producing these results makes it possible to not only solve any specific
problem, but also.to fill in the gaps in our understanding which still exist
because of the difficulty of analysis. For example, the theory deals almost
exclusively with disturbances of neutral stability, which from a practical
standpoint are of limited interest. The computer permits the study of the
much more interesting disturbances of maximum amplification 2 which can be
obtained as easily, indeed more easily, than the neutral disturbances.
In spite of the limitati6ns of the theory in producing numerical results,
it is still essential for our understanding of boundary-layer stability and
as a guide to the formulation and use of the computer programs. For this
reason, it will be covered in these lectures, and will provide the motivation
for the entire subject. The computer will elaborate and provide the main body
of numerical results.
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Before we get . into the main body of the subject, a few words are in
order to orient those who are new to this field. The stabiTity theory
considers individual sinusoidal disturbances whose amplitude is small
enough so that a linear theory can be used. The wave number in the free-
stream direction is a((= VT/I\
	
s where X is the wave Length): The
wave may be two-dimensional, with the' normal. to the wave front parallel, to
the free-stream direction, or it may be oblique, with the wave normal at
an angle * to the free-stream direction. The disturbance propagates in
the downstream direction with phase velocity cr. The phase velocity is
always less than the Free-stream velocity, so that at some point in
the boundary layer the mean velocity is equal to c h . This point is called
the cr#icalt points and it plays a central role in the mathematical theory.
At a given distance from the origin of the boundary layers or better,
at a given Reynolds number lw,, 	 I(, % /tr , where xr is the kinematic
viscosity) ., the disturbance may be in one ' of three states: damped., neutral.,
or amplified. The numerical results obtained from the stability theory are
often presented in the form of neutral-stabilitydiagrams which show graphi-
cally which state a given disturbance is in at ' each Reynolds number. There
r
are two general kinds of neutral-stability diagrams to be fount, as is shown
in rig. 1;10
S'TAULE
1
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(a) Invi s Aid stability	 (b) InvL s ^ d instability
Fig. 1.1. Typical curves of neutral, stability
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In these diagrams, ct	 is plotted against Rx o	 }disturbances are neutral	 f
i at those values'Qf a and Rx which lie on the contour marked neutral,; -they
are amplified inside of the contour; and they are damped- ptside of the
s
contour.	 With a neutral-stability curve of type (a), all wave numbers 	 I '
are damped at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. 	 In this case, the mean
t
flow is said to have inviscid stability. 	 Since decreasing Reynolds number,
or increasing viscosity, can lead to instability, it is apparent that vis-
coszty'does not act solely to damp out disturbances, but actually can have
` a destabilizing; influence.	 The flat plate, or Uasius, boundary'layer is
4 an example of a flow which is unstable only through the action of viscosity,.
"	
f
With a neutral-stability curve of type (b) 9 wave numbers smaller than ofs 9
the neutral wave number at infinite Reynolds number, remain unstable no
matter how large the Reynolds number becomes. 	 A mean flow with a type (b)
neutral.-stability curve is said to have inviscid instability. 	 The boundary
layer in an adverse pressure gradient is an example of a flow of this kind.
In both cases (a) and (b), all disturbances with 	 oC t amx are unstable
F
for some range of Reynolds numbers.	 The Reynolds number ' Rc i, below which
V
no amplification at all is possible, is called the critical Reynolds number.
It is often an objective of the stability 'theory to compute Re, 3 although i
it must be cautioned that it has a limited significance and is often not the 	 I
-	 F best indicator of the relative instability of various mean flows, {
Although the wave number is a useful quantity in developing the theory.,
the frequency, which is equal to cX c, , is more useful in practice. 	 A dis-
turbance which is introduced into the boundary layer with a particular fre-
quency will preserve that frequency as it progresses downstream-Vhile the
wave ntwnber will change. 	 A frequency f
	
which crosses the unstable'
 region
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will be damped from the leading edge up to R1 the first neutral point.
Between RL. and
,
Rv 2 the second neutral point ., it vrill be amplified;
.downstream of Rv ^t ifill be damped again. If the magnituqO of. the dis-
turbance • becomes' large enough before Ru is reached ., then • the nonlinear
processes which eventually lead to transition will take §ver ., and the
disturbance swill continue to grow even though the linear theory says it
should damp.
The -theory can be used to calculate amplification and damping rates
as well as the wave nmiber ., Reynolds number and phase velocity of neutral
disturbances. For exampleo it is possible to compute the amplification re4--e
as a function of frequency at a given Rx . The neutral-stability curve only
identifies the range of unstable frequencies, but the calculation of the
amplification rates tells how fast each frequency is growing, and which
frequency is growing the , most. Perhaps even more useful than -the ampli-
fication rate is the overall. growth of a disturbance of constant frequency
as it travels through the unstable region. This result can be obtained from
the theory as a supplemental calculation once the amplification rates are
known. Consequently ., it is possible to identify, for each initial spectrum)
the frequency which has the largest amplitude at each Reynolds number. It
is presumably one of these frequencies vhich ., when it reaches some critical
amplitude, triggers the whole transition process.-,
_ _ —	
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2. Derivation of Stability Equations	 i
•	 'i
2.1 Formulation of theory
E
The conventional form of the theory will be used throughout these
lectures. That is the actual. boundary Layer is replaced by,a.parallel.
flow having the same velocity profile as the boundary layer at a particular
Reynolds number. A single Fourier component is considered as the disturbancee
It extends to infinity both upstream and downstream and grows or damps in
time! ) not in space.	 However 9 the physical, problem suggests a disturbance
growinc; in space d and the theory could be carried through for this *type
of disturbance.
The Navier•-Stokes equations of a viscous incompressible fluid are:
a'A ^ ^ a±^	 ^	 v au	 ^ w au _ a a	 au	 a^	 ^U ^v	
^ ^
	
^	 ^
`^.^.
(	 )
d
 
a ^	 asy
d
.
^v 4 w ?X• + 	 wr
z	 x	
^"'axe	 a
1
(2.2)a
w	 a	 a
3 27	 2^ Z)
+ L	 a	 0
The x axis can be considered to be in the direction of the free-stream
velocity; the y axis is normal to the surface; and the z axis is normal
to the x and y axes. The velocities u y v wr are in the x, Y. z
directions, respectively. The density is 	 s the pressure	 , and-the
kinematic viscosity jr ^C,
	
The first three equations are the x, y)
z momentum equations; the fourth equation the equation, of continuity.
(2.4)
2.2 Linearization ofequations
1	 All Flow g6ntities are divided into a mean - flow tern, and a fluctuation 3
term:	 a 1	 '.
The mean-flow terms (denoted by capital letters) satisfy the boundary-layer
equations, which are
^
+	 -W ^u
	
= -^ t 9P
	
^'	 -a (2.6)
'	 ax	 a^	 a^	 a	 ^;	 a^`•
s ap
J
2 w 	 . V air	 ^- w ^w 	^. _ ! Lg	 4-
^kw (2° 8)
ax	 a^	 a^	 Q	 2^	 a^^"
In the linear case it will not be necessary to distinguish between
the undisturbed mean flow and the mean flow in the prgsence of a disturbance.
The replacement for (2.6) in the nonlinear case is given in Section 10 by
(10.6).	 When the expressions (2.5) are substituted into (2.1)-(2.4); the
negligible mean-flow terms (by the boundary-layer approximation) dropped;
the mean boundary-layer equations subtracted out; and the nonlinear terms
neglected; there remains the following system of equations:
$ ( 2 . 10)
a^	 ^	 ax	 laxZ	 a L	 a^x
Tk:
j(2.12)
(2.13)
}
"i.
4
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t t
	 ^ r	
z
aft	oil•
ai	 ax	 a	 a
•	
k
ax	 ^^.	 a^ 4
2.3 Reduction to parallel-flow equations
The above equations are still too complicated and must be reduced
further. if it is assumed that all velocity fluctuations are of the same
order of magnitude ) and all derivatives of velocity fluctuations are of
the same order of magnitude (but possibly different from the fluctuations),
then the application of the boundary-layer relations to the mean flow
quantities will result in the desired simplification. These relations
are:
_W_	 y	 p	 (2.14 )
The terms with velocity fluctuations are compared separately 9 and those
with derivatives of the fluctuations are also compared separately. The
equations reduce to
at	 29 1 	a	 2^t
fH
4 ;^
t
E
i	
a inJ'° ,^ •^ W	 V° 1M 
	 f lr Q w-^
2v' -awl
Now a close inspection reveals that the coefficients of the v' terms in
(2.15) and (2.17) are an order of magnitude larger than the coefficients
of the DlOv, and ai 2^ terms on the right-hand sides, while in (2. 16)
the coefficient of V° is of the same order as the other two terms. Since
V 1 <t It, -W for the 1-mearization to be valid, the 1' ?V/2m term can be
dropped from (2.16).  In ( 2.15) and (R. 17.), elthough Z14131	 and ^'^^ C ^
are an -order of magnitude larger than Tt and lV , the v` 27LI2 ^ and Ir ` a"r/a +y
terms are not necessarily larger than the terms immediately preceding and d
following ,. because although v° is arrays small., the derivatives of [A° and
id' s do not have to be small. Consequently, (2.16) is replaced by
o	 t	 1
and (2.15) and (2.17) remain as given. The final appeoxima. •t ion is to con-
cider that for disturbances for which the wavelength is not too long, the
mean-flow quantities will be slowly varying functions of x and -z compared
with the fluctuations. Therefore, 7,C and W can be tak en as functions of
r alone, and the stability of the velocity profile at a; given X is con-
sidered independently of the rest of the boundary layer.
-g-
i
y	 !
I
F(2.199)
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`ihe final system of equations (2.15), (2.16a), (2.17), (2.1$) Is the
same as would have been obtained by making the.assumption of parallel flow
i
at the outset. This assumption is
•	 o
The argument given above that led to these equations is far from rigorous
and is included mainly to point out the terms that are neglected in the
parallel-flow equations. These equations are the basis of almost all
stability investigations. They are exact for the Mow in a channel, but
are only an approximation for other flows. Their adequacy is best tested
by comparison ,of the results with experiment. Also the magnitudes of the
neglected terms can be checked a posteriori, and it is hoped that some day
a more exact theory will be available for.comparison.
2. 4 Nondi_mensi_onal equations
Before proceeding furthers the equations will be written in dimen-
sionless form. The characteristic velocity is 7t,4 , the free-sta.eamt velocity
in the X direction; the characteristic length is S 9 the boundary-layer
thickness; and the characteristic pressure is ^'^ , the ;tree-stream pressure.
If the dimensional quantities are designated by asterisks (except for the-
boundary-layer thickness), the nondimensional quantities are
a	 ^	 ° p	 I	 ^	 I	 9
- $ 7t
rR ^^^e r
=F
(2.20)
and the Reynolds number is defined as
a
RS y	 S	 (2.21)
We define the boundary-layer thickness to be equal to n at the point where
r
= o.999	 For the Blasius boundary layer ^,^ f X^ = 6. d . The
dimensionless equations are the same as (2.15)-(2.18) except for the coef-
ficient of the pressure terms and the replacement of k by }/ Rs. The
pressure is nond3.mensionalized with respect to the free-stream pressure
rather than the more usual p^ in order to maize the development here
correspond more closely to the derivation for compressible flow to be given
latex. The dimensionless equations ire
w 2tt°	
v"r 
Alt _ -
	 '^-	 °	
{ V 1A	 (2422)
av^	
Z^ ^ t	 7nr 2 V 	 I,. 	 (2.23)
P	
q	
^	 Z
ZW^ - u DWI	 W 7ta 4. ti i ^!W _ ,^ 'Pi	 `j + I c^ k °	 (2.24)
k	 R6
U^Ir + ^VP + 	 0
2.5 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are that: the no-slip condition applies to the
disturbance velocities at the walla
f
VFW _
and thp.t the disturbances go to zero as
' 41(j)	 17	 U	 U`i
	 1	 U	 +	 1Af^ ' ^.^1	 '-â 	 U	 C^5	 ^]	 '9	 Oil	 (2.27)
Since all of the boundary conditions are homogeneous, it can be expected
that solutions will exist only for particular combinations of RS and the
parameters of the disturbance
	 d^ y ^ y c 9 see next paragraph). 	 That ,I
is 	 the stability problem is an eigenvalue problem. 	 The values of V,5.,
& q c	 and R^	 for which the boundary conditions can be satisfied are
eigenvalues, and the corresponding amplitude functions are eigenfunctivns.
2. 6 	 Introduction of Fourier components
The final form of the disferential equations, where the coefficients
are functions only of	 , and	 x , .4	 ,	 appear only as derivatives,
suggests the following .type of disturbance,
L^r q 	 --I	=	 q^ '^^	 ¢ K	 r'	 0L5x+ ^s	 0'.^c	 (2.28)
in (2.20), $(j) is a typical complex amplitude function; 	 and 	 are the -
dimensionless gave numbers .,	 Q(5 - l; ^ C ^ n ^	
^s ^ ^T[ 5 ^ ^ ^ , • where Xx and
Aa	 are the wavelengths in the K	 and i^
	 directions, respectively, and
is the boundary-layer thickness. 	 If a b and	 are read., then a 1
complex c will give a disturbance that gtovs in time.
	 With
C	 cri C;
	 (2.29)
the phase velocity is Ch ,	 The dimensionless frequency (v is V 5 r-,. ) and
^,.^.	 is the time derivative of the logarithm of the amplitude,
-12-
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We shall refer to c"Asa j as the time rate of amplification. It is also
possible to take tXS complex and a& c. reaLp thus providing a disturbance
that grows in space. All results to be presented here rrill *ne for real
dS and complex c 0 In (2.28) 0 only the real part of irl is to be con-
sidered-to have physical meaning.
Real	 Cos t ^s )4 t	 (2-31)
	
5 h D(	 1,	 -1	 CC CV
Equation (2-30) gives the time rate of amplification, but we also
need to know the space rate of amplification in order to compute the
overall growth of a disturbance as it travels th:tbugh the boundary layer.
The space rate can be obtained from the time rate only if the proper prop-
agation velocity is known. When a wave packet made up of individual waves
of the form
X -
propagates through a dispersive medium) i.e. ) a medium.,.such as the boundary
	
layer., where the frequency Co is a function of of 	 each frequency advances
with the phase velocity
OU
CO. (2-32)
U1
Ir
but an overall quantity such as the energy of the wave packet advances
with the group velocity
C,;	 (2-33)
•.4 CK
It seems reasonable that the propagation velocity needed ^o obtain a space
rate of amplification from (2.30) would be the group velocity rather than
the phase -velocity. Therefore, 'we write
nc	 (2-34-)A Y	 C
In terms of
(2.35)
and the ratio of the amplitudes at two Reynolds numbers is
JR 5 , (2.36)
where the integration will normally be carried out for a constant divien-
sionless frequency. A commonly used form of the dimensionless frequency
which varies as the frequency for a constant free stream is
(2.37)li t 	P, 5
Equation (2.34) has been demonstrated by Gaster (1963) to be correct
for smaU amplification rates. Unfortunately the group velocity requires
some additional calculations to be made, and it is difficult to resist the
temptation to simply replace it with the phase velocity. This temptation 	
iis all the more attractive in that C,. rarely differs from o by more, 	
t
than about 15% ., and ., perhaps more important ., excellent agreement is
obtained with experiment by using C,.. Another difficulty with the group
velocity is that if there is a region of anomalous dispersion	 CV/ eta
ehangess sign)., the group velocity no longer represents the velocity of
i	 energy propagation in this region. In the compressible stability theory)
we will find thatjust such regions can actually occur.
3
E	 -
i
3.	 Reduction of );guations to Two-Dimensional Form ,I
Inspection of (2.22)-(2.25) reveals that w' and NT occur only in E'
002	 terms excepts In the z momentum. equation.
	
Consequently., if the
disturbances have the form (2,28). and the x ., z axes are rotated about }
the y axis so that the new z axis is parallel to the wave ;' front., the z
- derivatives in the new coordinate system must be zero ., and the w' and
r IN terms will drop out of (2.22) ., (2.23) and (2.25).	 This special
i°
coordinate system is called the tilde system. 	 TF9 furthers the reference
•
velocity is changed from	 -to	 Cas	 g where. 1,! is the' angle
between the wave normal and the x axiss then the' renorraalized equations
in the tilde coordinate system are
'' our
	 GC ^^' 1	 4r` 
r^ZC 	
o	 ^	 ^	 $	 i	 au` 4	 ^ '	 (3-1)
{
Av
is dX	
a ZG;z"d	 R$
adz
it a4v'	 M r d^v	
t	 '^ wL •E•
	 (3.3)
^.	 ^x	 a
4	 _•_	 ^	 o	
''
	 (3-4)  -
1
9
f^
^ g
P
is
where
cOG •	 ion e.	 i\,b	 Cos	 L4	 ..	 "^	 V	 — VaJ	 ¢ 
	 (3.5)
	
,
e
j and
,^	 r
k	 ^1 Cos	 R5 --	 Rg ^vS
I(3.6)
.
t
,
The original and tilde coordinate systems are sho T?m in Fig. 3.1.
Jl 	 N
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Fig. 3. 1.	 Original and tilde coordinate systemsf	 •ti
The system of equations 	 (3.1) 9 (3.2) and (3.4) i4identical in all
respects to the equations for a two-dimensional disturbance in the
sboundary layer	 It(Ij
	
at Reynolds numbe • &) a -The transformation
formulas are	 -
4 - U	 W
c
^y'	 ^^	 G	 W c "^ Ae'1	 W	 - fA' F 'avt4
i
•
(3°7)
j	 x	 y( CDs	 i	 Lti S{°t	 '" u	 s14t1	 GU$1
The dimensional normal velocity is, ufichanged by the transformation, but
the dimensionless normal velocity must change because of the change in	 3
3
Kr w.
the reference velocity. The transformation is, cf course, ,only valid
{.	 for disturbances of the type (2.28) with a wave , front at a fixed;,angle.
The relations between the wave numbers and wave velocities in the two
coordinate systems are
1 
_ (0(b
 + b 
}^Iz	
cis 1 C gs	 ,	 c - e	 (3-8)
t ^:	 Although the dimensional phase velocity in the x direction is C,, Gos
 *
the dimensionless phase velocity C is th^ same as c because of the
difference in the reference'velocities in the two cases.
r	 Since U V is different for each 'j' , a different eigenvalue problem
must be solved for each	 The,only simplification is that Lower
•	 order system of differential equations can be used.. However, to''obtain
the disturbance velocities uI and W in the original coordinate system,
it is necessary to lmdw ..
	which means that •the z momentum equation
F	 •
'a w t	 Q w'	 ,^ ^lw	 !	 ^^w	 ^`w o
k.	 lax
^-	 (3.9)
f`	 must' be solved, Note that because of the term 11` r d 1N ol l 	 there will i
always be a w^ component as Long as -rhere is a7V" component. A pormal
3
fluctuation velocity always gives rise to a flucti:a^ion in any, quantity s-
whici., has a normal gradient.
If W = o in the original coordinate system, X, , 	 ,i. ,, he	 i.
boundary layer is two-dimensional, 	 is identical to ?G , and ^t,4e trans-
formed equations for a three-dimensional disturbance at angle Ik are
	 `?
precisely the equations for a two-dimensional disturbance at a.lower
	
i
-18-
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Reynolds number RS cvs^r . This is the content . of the celebrated theorem
of Squire (1935). Consequently, if the minimum Reynolds number for in-
stability of two-dimensional disturbances is Rcr, then it follows that
the minimum unstable Reynolds number for three-dimensional disturbances
at wave angle * is Pc, l Gus ?. It is in this sense that the statement
is made'that the most unstable disturbance is a two-dimensional disturbance.
Obviously, if the complete stability characteristics are known for two-
dimensional disturbances, then the stability characteristics of all oblique
waves can be obtained. For a wave at angle %^ and Reynolds number 1'b with
wave
numbers o( b and ^5 , the time rate of amplification is equal to c( b c; cos %K/
where ot b = ab rcasIr is the wave number of a two -dimensional disturbance at
Reynolds number ,Rb = R b cos	 It is possible, depending on the exact
shape of the unstable region in an a,+& plane, that an o(b1 s which is
stable for 'Y•; G is unstable for some range of non-zero Xr 	 Since the
stability characteristics of a three-dimensional wave can be deduced from
those of a two-dimensional wave, the subsequent analysis will be for a two-
dimensional waves
i
a
s
i
;ia
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^. Special Forms of the Stability Equation
.	 4.1 Orr-Sommerfel.d equation
The Fourier components of the flow qua
^aSCX- c^^U
`^^^ ^,1 = F f ^1 e	 l it
(If is replaced by ~^ , then is the
stream function. This procedure is the ust
derivation is chosen to correspond with the
' and (2.25) yields
ots Rs
iccs M— C)	 _ _	 a IT
	 0(5	 /{o ►r
s^
z'w	
a^ 
^^ (4. 3)
- (4.4)
}
The primes now refer to differentiation with respect to	 . if (4.2) i.s
differentiated with respect to and T and eliminated, a single 4th-
order differential equation is obtained for c^
IV
4
This is the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. 	 The boundary conditions are
—20—
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4.2 Four first-order equations
it is also possible to write (4.2)-(4.4) as four firs-•-order
equations in terms of 	 Tr and	 In order to correspond with
the compressible-flow theory, these are written as
(4.7)
The four equations are
(4.8)
+ as RS	 3	 6 RS 1,4+	 (4-9)
(4.10)
R6
with the boundary conditions
4.3 Simplified forms of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation
4.3.1 Free stream
The Orr-Sommerfeld equation will now be applied to three simplified
situations: to the free • stream, where 1[ ; l , l.L^ = D ,	 to
inviscid disturbances, where 	 14-P to; and to viscous layers within
the boundary layer.
In the free stream, ( 4
.5) can be written
i	 !^.z , ace Z	 (x+.13)a z(	
^^	 x
Since this equation has constant coefficients, the solutions Btust have the
form
< 1 - A e 	 (4.14)
F^
Ldhen this form is substituted into (4.13), a quartic equation for the
characteristic value	 is obtained (the term eigenvalue is reserved for
.	 -those combinations of D(6 , R5 , c which provide solutions of the Orr-
Sommerfeld equation and boundary ccndi.tions).
"	 s a ny ^'^ Ci- c^ ^.^ -- ^s) - ^ ^za °^ s ^^ 	 (^. z5)
The four solutions can be writ-Len down r.,r inspection, and are
}l^i
Only two of these characteristic values satisfy the boundary conditions
at infinity. They will be called	 and X3
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1P
t	
I
^^ -	 - «s	 f	 ^^ =
I
P^ + (4.17)
r
The corresponding chara yteristi.c vectors	 A	 are., from (4.8), (4.9),
(4. lo) ., (4.11), and leaving out
	
A.1^
t^1 '
Ai	 - -	 S Gt b
Gt (4.18)
A .3	 - i .
A^^	
^ i a b { ^ - cl
and
A(^1
--	 --	 GLS	 +
'!z
# %s Rs {l-- 6]
(3 =	 1 (4.19)
&E31
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The vector	 is the inviscid solution, and is just the linearized inviscid
W
solution over a wavy wall of wavelength 23T/c( b . The second vector A is
the viscous solution, and represents a viscius decay.
4.3.2 In-viscid equation
i
The inviscid solution in the free stream is obtained from the inviscid
F
equation
a s 	n	 (4.2o)
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•5
^^l •r
tahich is the free-stream for
u-
(4.21) is obtained from the
the limit ab q4 --VW-
Since (4.21) is only a
equation is fourth order, on:
can be satisfied. These two
i
the complete inviscid equation	 f:
K C)
	
(4. 21)
ate Orr-Sommerfeld equation by- taking
3-order equation and the Orr-Sommerfeld
instead of four boundary conditions
Ctions are
•	 r
As is usual in inviscid flow, the normal velocity at ^^ = U is zero, but
the no-slip condition is not satisfied.
4.3.3 Simplified viscous equation {
Since instability occurs at large Reynolds numbers, 	 will be
large and, consequently,
,i
^3 M _{ ^b ^5 {^ - ^l] z	 (4.23)
It is interesting to observe that the version of the Orr-Soninerfeld
equation that leads to (4.23) is
r r ^1 
^t	 i	 ^,^	 (4.24)
Both (4.21) and (4.24) are the basis for important further deve,opments.
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S. Inviscid Theory
The inviscid equation, (4.21), is important for two reasons.
First, it is possible that there are situations where viscosity is of
little importance in the stability problem, except as it establishes
the mean flow, and a purely i.nvisaid stability theory is applicable.
co	 the asymptotic viscous theory, where	 s arSe nd,
	
 Ymp	 	 ry,	 5 ^S i l ag, uses
the inviscid solutions as two of the necessary four independent solutions.
It is important to clearly distinguish between these two separate uses
of the inviscid solutions. Since the inviscid equation is much simpler
than the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, an extensive inviscid theory has been
developed, mainly by Rayleigh (see list bf references in Betchov and
Criminale (1967)), with important additions by Tollmien (1935) and Lin
(1945). A comprehensive review of the inviscid theory may be found in
the article by Drazin P nd Howard (1966).
5.1 Rayleigh theorems
As a first step in the inviscid theory, some important results of a
general nature will be established. Multiply (4.21) by C^' ` , the complex
conjugate of
Subtract from this equation its complex conjugate. Then
a
^^'„ - ^^	
ti z k 
c,, l' ^^ - Q	 (5.2)lit.
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When (5.2) is integrated from
	 = a to infinity, the first term is 	 fl
zero by the boundary conditions, Hence'
^, i E k 2
Ci J^
	
Izc.—^l
It follows from (5.3)' that if G.; *_ o , U " must change sign in the interval
0 < ,^ ^ $
	 Consequently, a necessary condition for an amplified dis-
turbance is that the boundary-layer velocity profile must have an inflection
point. This result was first obtained by Rayleigh. It has subsequently
been proved by Tollmien (1935) that for certain velocity profiles, which
include the boundary-layer profile, this condition is also sufficient. A
stronger result was obtained by Hoiland (1953). He proved that an amplified
solution can exist only if U"(" 24- u.) is negative between 	 a and I = 5 ,
Consequently,'the vorticity U' must have a maximum at e	 This condition
rules out certain velocity profiles for which 	 = o , but where IL is a
minin.: gym.
It can also be proved that an inflection point is necessary for a
neutral disturbance. Let
.4
It follows from (5.2, that with c; = o , "W must be constant except possibly
at the critical point. A result of Rayleigh for which the proof will not
be given establishes that the critical point ^a WLLl always lie between
the wall and free stream, When (5.2) is integrated across the boundary
-26-
layer, the only contribution to the integral for e., -r o comes from
near
E
1 rte,	 ^ 	 zY xG	 (5.5 }
.	 i, 4	 ^4 ,. p	 J^ ^r \ Z t
t	 j
The integration variable has been changed from	 to	 In the limit
of e,-;, o ,the integral of (5.5) acts like a delta funct3or. Conse-
quently)
L
w^ ^{ ^^ - w C ^^ ^ = 
-IT
	
	 L^G1^	 (5.6)
u^
	i	 Since by the 'boundary conditions, 	 si and 	 el are both zero,
it, must also be zero, and it has been proven that a neutral disturbance
k
can only exist if the velocity profile has a point of inflection. It
further follows from (5.5) that the phase velocity of the neutral dis-
turbance is equal to the mean velocity at the inflection point.
5.2 Analytic  solutions
The chief analytic Feature of the inviscid equation is the singularity 	 j
at It = C , a singularity which is not present in the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. 	 i
This singularity is called the critical point, and its location is denoted
z
by.^C . Since c is complex, so is 
^c	
The mean velocity -U is real, of
course, but it may be analytically continued onto the complex plane. The
i continuation may be carried out by a power series expansion of
-27-
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5.2.1 Method of Frobenius
	
Two approaches have been used to Find analytic solutions of the 	 R
I	
r.
inviscid equation. The first approach applies the method of Frobenius,
and was used by Tollmien (1929). The two solutions are
(5.7)
u^
where
U	 ++	 Z	 z
2U^	 (5.9)
The first solution, ^, , is regular, but because of the logarithmic term,
Tz is not regular near 	 . .Also, there is an ambiguity about which
branch of the logarithm to use for ^ 4 r^ t , * IT i or -TC i . The reso-
lution of this ambiguity is discussed in Section 5.4.
5.2.2 Power series in oc2
The second methoO of solution of (4.21) is due to Heisenberg (1924).
In this method, the solutionq are obtained as convergent power series in
ot a . These series were reintroduced into the stability problem by Lin
(1945), and form the basis of his computational procedure. They have the 	 i
	
further advantage of permitting simple approximate forr l.as to be de- 	 l
sir
i
^I
V
Is that they are only convenient to uzo for small values of CAS , and
they do not show the analytic nature of the solutions as clearly as do
Tollmien's solutions. The two solutions are
^
► t^•1? ( -G1 ^ r a' 	 (5- 10)^ x {,,,^	 ^y ^, ^^	 t	 ( . )
.;	 L
Ti p 1 = Cu-cl	 (5. 11)
where
10 ( 1) 1M
z	 12
e(7.A^^
	
Cu--^1	 (5•l3)
The path of integration to be followed in the evaluation of these integrals
	is under the sing larity.	
I
5.3 Numerical integration o f inviscid egtization
f	 Neither of the analytic methods described above are really adequate
I
i	 for produci"6 numerical solutions of the inviscid equation. Only direcu
numerical integration of (4.21) can produce solutions accurately and quickly.
1.
There are two basic methods available. In the first, which was developed
by Conte and Ndles (1959), the integration is restricted to the real axis
t
k
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and the Tollmien solutions are used to carry the solution across the
critical point.' In the second method, which was developed by Zaat
(1958), the solution is produced entirely by numerical integration.
This is made possible by use of an indented contour in the complex
= plane, and the calculation is performed on this contour just as easily
r as if the path of integration were the real axis. 	 This same method will
be applied in Part B to the integration of the compressible inviscid
equation.
5.4
	 Use of inviscid solutions in asymptotic theory
E Since JCL must be zero for an inviscid neutral disturbance, the
second inviscid solution (5.8) is regular in this case.
	 However, for
a viscous neutral solution, which is constructed in part from the two
?. inviscid solutions T, andz 	 uc
A
	is not zero and the logarithmic term
. of (5.8) must be dealt with.
	
The question to answer is, which branch
of the logarithm does one use for r^ c ^ ^ ,	 -1-rr or Yin'
	
2	 Tollmien
(1929) provided the answer by obtaining a viscous correction to
in the region around the critical point, and requiring that this viscous
r
correction match T 7_ 	 from the critical point. 	 This comparison gives
G
-+^ -as the proper branch of the logarithm, which means the path of
i integration for the inviscid solution must pass under the critical point.
The viscous correction which provides this result is derived in Section
6.6.
-30-
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	 5 	 Amplified and damped inviscid solutions as cainlex conjugates 	
f
Now we continue with the inviscid theory itself. Sir{ce 14'-- a for
a boundary layer, it follows that when C; z , o , the cr;.tipal point lips
above the real y axis (, 4 .,
 
o) , and when c, , c U , it is below the
real axis (,^^^ 4 0)	 When c; o' ; the singularity is on the real axis,
r
	 but thanks 'to
 ZL^' ^ o. the logarithmic term drops out of (5.$) and there
is no problem. For amplified and damped solutions, the singularity is
c
off of'the real axis, and it would seem, that there is also no problem
in these two cases. Indeed it can be seen by manipulating the inviscid
equation, (4.21), that if c^^ + i	 is a solution for cw + ; c, , then
qV  is a solution for Cy, - i C; Thus amplified and
.
 damped solutions
are complex conjugates, and the existence of one implies the existence-of
the other. From this point of view the criterion for instability is that
C is complex; the only stability is.neutral stability with c real.
Equation (5.3) applies for c; c o as well as c,. > o , so unless there is
a point of inflection, neither amplified nor damped solutions can exist.
Since the Blasius boundary layer has no inflection point, this argument
says that no inviscid disturbances are possible': amplified, neutral or
damped. But viscous disturbances exist; what happens in the limit as
R --V 00 7
5.6 Amplified and damped inviscid solutions as P.--i-w limit of
viscous solutions
The clarification of this point is due to Lin (1945), who showed
that if the inviscid solutions are regarded as the infinite Reynolds
number limit of viscous solutions, a consistent inviscid theory can be
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constructed in which damped disturb:-noes exist and are not complex
conjugates of amplified disturbances. To achieve this res4t, something
must be surrendered, namely the existence of the damped solutions every-
where on , the real, y axis. What this amounts to is that ev.pn though
viscosity is zero in the limit, the region over which it 'acts also
goes to zero,, so an integrated effect remains and the inviscid solution
tmust break down somewhere. Lin's arguments were physical and heuristic,
but a rigorous justification was given by Wasow (1948).
It is also possible to arrive at Lin's results from a strictly
numerical•	 point of view, which is the procedure to be (allowed here.
To apply the method of direct numerical integration, (4.21) is replaced
by
.
 two first-»order equations for a (» c^} and 2, 4 (_ (F; j X141 Tir } . These
i
i	 equations are
:Z3  -h	 am	 (5.14)
The analytic solutions in the free stream,
(5.16) .
are used to start the integration which then proceeds to the wall for
selected values of et and c„ ^• I G;
	
To obt-Un an inviscid solution,
the boundary condition 1 3
 Col U is satisfied by a linear perturbation
of any two of a, Cr + i c; .
-32-•
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The main question to decide is haw to indent the contour of inte-
gration. The two possibilities are shown in Fig. 5.1a
R,•
Fig. 5.1. Alternate contours of integration for inviscid equation
i) For an inviseid neutral solution, e;= o ; 2 3 is pure imaginary
and -24 is real. It makes no difference if the contour is indented below,
as in (a), or above as in (b).
ii) When the ir.viscid solutions are used in the computation of a
viscous neutral solution, C; : o , but	 o since the boundary
condition is to be satisfied by the i.nvisci.d solution plus a viscous
solution. The solutions are complex and path (a) under the singularity
must be used as shown by Heisenberg (1924) and Tollmien (1929).
iii) If e;#o , the integration can be restricted to the real. axis.
However, then the Rayleigh theorem applies, and unless It"=o there are
no amplified solutions (or their complex conjugates, the damped solutions).
But if contour (a) is used for damped solutions, and contour (b) for
amplified solutions, both of these solutions exist even with U ;P a .
Some eigenvalues computed for the Blasius velocity profile are shown in
'A
yell
_	 5
I
-.
•
Table 5.1. f
Contour	 Gr
i
f
• (a)	 0.226	 0.100	 0-00057
(b)	 0.226	 0.100	 + 0.00057
(a)	 0.529	 0.200	 b 0.00717
(b)	 0.529	 0.200	 + 0.04717
r	 ,
Table 5.1.
	
Iriviscid eigenvalues for Blasius velocity profile
_. with indented contours.
As can be verified from (5.14) and (5.15), the solutions with	 cr - i c;
and contour (a) are related to the solutions with 	 Gr+ic; and contour
•
(b•) by
P
.
i
fe.	 (al	 {b l	 (v1
(5.17)
a
Which option does one pick?	 Since the neutral stability curve for the
-
Blasius profile is as shown in Fig. l.la , the viscous solutions at all
C(	 become damped in the limit	 co .	 With the inviscid solutions
F	 _.
required to be the limiting viscous solutions, it is evident that contour
I.
(a) is to be used, just as in the asymptotic theory and in agreement with I
Lin.	 There are no anpl.ified inviscid solutions.	 For a profile with
^C:0	 at	 , both amplified and damped solutions exist for each contour,
unlike the Blasius case.
	
The neutral solution is c( 5 ,- and can be obtained
with either contour. 	 With contour (a) the amplified solutions have a	 ac$,
a2.
a
a	 a.,	 t.a	 as	 1.5'	 z,Q Z,J
4
r^
the damped solutions. 	 Contour (b) gives the opposite results.
Comparison with the viscous neutral- stability curve, which will be of
the type shown in Fig. l.lb , shows contour (b) must be rejected.
The damped solutions with contour (a) do not exist everywhere on
the real axis.' .According to the theory, there is a 	 of real axis
where viscosity will always have an effect and the inviscid solution does
not apply." The numerical integration produces a.perfectly reasonable
looking solution everywhere except at ^e r , but for sufficiently large
c+ the numerical solution ceases to be an analytic function of • c .'
This matter may need Further investigation as physically it is difficult
to imagine how in the limit R-P oo viscosity could continue to have an
effect over a length of the real axis and not just at a point (ox several
points).
Figure 5,2  give s - o^c; , the time rate of damping, as a function of
d 5
 for a Blasius velocity profile.
10. 
Fig. 5.2. Inviscid damping rate as function of gave
number for Blasius velocity profile.
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i6, Asvmntotic Viscous Theor
6.1 General ideas
4	 ,'
i
We now turn our attention to finding four linearly independent	
y`
solutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation at large but finite Reynolds
numbers, which means that an asymptotic theory in o(R is!indicated. If
a simple expansion is made in inverse powers of aR ( 9 .=  201 t (O 2Rj ^;t••),
the first term will satisfy the inviscid equation, and thus this approach
yields only two of the necessary four solutions. However, the inviscid
solution designated by	 which is the solution that behaves.
as J c55 in the .free stream and is a combination cf q, and c^, , or of
n -	 n
q1 and cy,. , goes a long way towards solving the whole problem. It
satisfies the boundary condition at infinity; it is an adequate solution
over the large part of the boundary layer where viscosity is unimportant;
and the device of following an indented contour under the singularity at
k [ properly accounts for the effect that the action of viscosity in
the region of the critical point has on the solution between the critical
point and the wall. What remains is to determine the influence;of vis-
cosity in the region immediately adjacent to the wall. A true inviscid
solution can only satisfy one boundary condition at the wall, and indeed,
as we have seen, only damped inviscid solutions are possible for the
Blasius boundary layer. To satisfy both boundary conditions, we ,)nust use
a combination of the inviscid solution which satisfies the boundary con-
dition at infinity and a viscous correction. With the viscous correction
designated by ^^ , and the subscript w used for conditions at the walk.,
F,
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the boundary conditions at the 'wall are
t A
(6.1)
+ A
where A is a complex constant . Because these two equations are homo
geneous ., solutions can only exist when the determinant is zero. Hence
T3W (6.2)
The left-hand.side is a function o f c(, and r-  and the right-hand
side is a function 
of (Ab . cand Thus (6.2) is the secular
equation, or equation for the determination of the eigenvalues. Once
the eigenvalues are known, the constant A is found from either one of
the equations of (6.1), and the eigenfunctions can be computed over that
portion of the boundary layer for which .1 and	 are adequate approxi-
mations. Most of the rest of this section is devoted to finding a form
of	 which will provide reliable numerical results. The viscous cor-
is obtained from the sim.rection	 plif*J.ed Orr-Sommerfeld equation
(4.24), which was indicated in Section 4.3.3 tc be the appropriate- viscous
equation for large - c(p J;4 . This equation is, when rewritten slightly)
(6-3)
-37-
The physical reasoning behind (6.3) is that vi s cosity is important
c	 for the disturbances only where large disturbance velocity gradients
exist. A first-order viscous theory need only retain the largest viscous
s
F
term (right-hand side) and largest inviscid term (left-hand side) of'the
's
complete Orr-Sommerfeld equation
662 Length scales o f the viscous regions-;	 _	 .^
There Are two regions of 4-'• - boundary layer where viscosity is of
importance for the disturbances. 'he first of these regions is near
the wall. Since the ei.genvalues are computed from (6.2), which involves
only wall values of ^ and 	 the asymptotic theory is devoted pri-
marny to developing solutions which are adequate near the wall. The
second viscous region is near the critical point, where viscosity is
brought into play by the singularity of the inviscid equation. As already
mentioned, the effect of viscosity near the critical point has been in-
eluded in the inviscid solution by the device of integrating along an
indented contour under the singularity. However, the function f does
.	 not correctly represent the solution in the vicinity of the critical point,
and if the critical point is close to the wall, the use of	 in the ei;en-
value-equation will not be correct. The development of the viscous cor-
rection to 
-T near 
^c 
is given in Section 6.6.
It is useful to have available estimates of the thickness of the
viscous regions. If the thickness of the wall viscous region is small
compared with ^` the distance from the wall. to the critical point, then
(6.3) simplifies to
;, r
xt^
,a
y
t
Y
, M
0	 (6.4)
The solution of (6.4) which decreases with increasing 	 is
GC$ Ric
(6-5)q.5 	 qs(0)
This solution decreases to %/e of its wall value in the eistance
/Z
(6.6)
We can use ev as an estimate of the scale of the wall viscous region.
As T 7 decreases, it also oscillates with a "wavelength" of 2'r CW*
A definition of the thickness of the viscous region which is more com-
parable to the usual definition of a boundary-layer thickness would
give a result closer to 2 r _F,, than to c,,. The viscous solution (6.5)o
which will reappear in Section 11.1 when we discuss the viscous insta-
bility'mechanism, is not adequate for the eigenvalue problem.
The reason for the inadequacy of 6.5 is that the assumption R44' r-
is too drastic. Two methods have been developed to solve (6.3) without
making this assumption. The first solves (6.3) by the WM method and is
discussed in the following section. The second takes advantage of the
fact that the velocity profile in many instances is almost linear between
the wall and	 and uses (6.3) in the form
(6-7)
immediate vicinity of 
	
, or as an approximate form of (6.3) which
is valid when the velocity profile is almost linear. It is'the latter
view that is appropriate for the wall .viscoue region. The Blasius
velocity profile constitutes a particularly favorable casq' for this
assumption since 
0 is equal to zero at ^ =o . With a nearly linear
7t(j) , solutions of (6.7) will be valid from the wall• to • beyond the
critical. point. In particular, these solutions will be valid even when
the critical point is too close to the wall for the WKB method to be
ac.:urate. It is the latter case which exists over much of the unstable
region of practical importance.
The solutions of (6.7) are functions of the variable 	 where
US.Rb u^ ^`r	 G^	 (6.8)
Hence a new viscous length scale
^V = GaAs X F	 (6. 9)
has appeared, where
NS R514ct^^3	 ( 6. 10)
The behavior of the solutions of (6.7) is complicated and it is not easy
to assign a meaningful numerical value to the constant in (6.9).- In-
spection of the actual solutions, which are presented later (Figs. 6.1
and 6. 2) shows that in the wall viscous region Tg is reduced to i/ e
si
^!I
viscous correction to Q near d` , the major .effect of viscosity	
i .^
extends over a distance of about two units of E,, on each side of the
critical point. Consequently, a length scale of 2E, would be a rea-
sonable estimate of the half--thickness of the viscous region near
and also of the wall viscous region when (6.7) is the goyerning equation.
TO get an idea of typical magnitudes of Fw and E, and their re-
lationship to 	 , we take two points from the neutral-stability curve
of the Blasius boundary layer:
i) up_^er branch: R = 3500, ab = 1.25, cv = 0. 37.,	 1.91
(6.11)
E„ - 0.035, zC, = 0.0981 . = 0.187
ii) lower branch:	 s = 3500, as = o.6o, cM = 0.32,	 1.94
(6.12)
^w = 0.053,U',=-0.126, e = 0.162
6.3 Wt solutions
The M method is a standard method of obtaining solutions of
equations of the type (6.20, and was first applied to the stability
problem by Heisenberg (1920. it will provide solutions which are valid
far from	 Let
(6.13)
W	 ,
•
i
1	
kI	 Substitute (6.13) and .(6.ig) in (6.3) and equate equal powers of (t15
The following two equations are obtained for 
da 
and q t ,
^	 k	 Z
(6,15)
2.
4 ^at t 6 ^a ^ o
 - ^ ZL- G1 ^ a f Z c C!	 '_^
a
_	 k	
The solutions of these equations are
o -
	
^11- ^^'Ja
	 1	 ^., - -
	
(6.16)
j If more terms in t are desired, it is necessary to return to the complete
Orr-Sommerfeld equation, but to the above order of approximation (6.3)
and the complete equation are the same.
With (6.16) we Find the two WKB solutions to be
3^	 C 1,•. C'Sfa ^K	 ^fiS^lfz a4	 (6.17)
TA	
/^ 
^Y	 (a^ 
^S^Irz 
C^^^^^	 (6.38}
d
I
where
Cpl
	 s ^u—^1	 (6.19)
s The point e- , where 1C -:4 4 , is a branch point for these solutions.
Just as for the inviscid solutions it is necessary to select the proper
-42-
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branch by specifying the path of integration. The correct path,'which
is determined by comparison with the solution of (6.7) to be obtained
4
in Section 6.4, is the same as for t'he inviscid solution, i.e., under
the singularity. Consequently, when c is real,
ZL- c = I{- c 1	
"I CZ z T ^ G
(6,20)
Tr
Of the two WFB solutions, 1 3 decreases exponentially (and oscillates)
with increasing r	 Since J4 increases exponentially, it is not
suitable for'the boundary-layer stability problem and need not be con-
sidered further.	 is a maximum at	 U and with increasing	 it
oscillates with rapidly .decreasing magpitude.
With (6.15) ) the ratio, (ids '3(l is found to be
1h	
'k'	 (6.21)
and, at	 u ,
(045 ^5 C1	 -	 '"	 (6.22)
3W
The right-hand side becomes a function of a :jingle variable if (6.22) is
multiplied by c f 2L w .
R G ^^rr
	
^312 ^ 4	 5	 (6.23)
q31
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The single variable' is
^	 R	 ,
f 
%/3	 C
	
( 6. 24)	 V.
^' - ^^ a Pa u w ^ --^
It can be noted that for a velocity profile which is linear from the
	
<	 <f
wall to the critical layers
	
and G / 7^,,, ­ It 	 In this case,
	
is equal to ' the variable -	 which is defined by (6.8).
r
We can now write the boundary condition (6.2) as
`	 E(^c,^^ = FCC
	
( 6 .25)
where
ion	 E d G1 _^ LLw ^w
	 (6.26)
and
(6,27)
The left-hand side of (6.25), C (a, G} , is determined entirely by the
inviscid solution	 The right-hand side, F( , is determined entirely
by the viscous solution 	 Further, it is a universal function of 1
and does not depend on the particular boundary-layer profile. Equation
(6.25) is the equation for the determination of the eigenvalues 4Xs , c
3	 ^ , or as it is often called, the secular equation. It is easily solvable
-44-
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by a graphical procedure devised by Tollmien (4 29) in which the
functions	 and EU, c l are both plotted in the complex plane.
The intersection point of the two curves determine o14,9 and 	 and
hence	 from (6.24), the definition of 	 An example of this
procedure, using the Tietjens Function instead of F CX) a is given in
Section 7.1.
The only thing wrong with the method just outlined is that it gives
poor numerical results except for f greater than about 7. It could have
been expected to fail on the lower branch because the wall viscous region
occupies more of the distance between the wall and 'r, there ., •and 3 is
not valid near ^` , but it is somewhat of a disappointment that it is not
really adequate on the upper branch either until very high Reynolds numbers
are reached.
6.4 Hankel function solutions
The second method of obtaining viscous solutions replaces (6.3) by
(6,7) and will be valid when	 is a much smaller multiple of C,,, than
is permissible with the VKB method. The independent variable is
given by (6.$) and repeated here for convenience,
C . ^G1/£ G 	 Cas RS k^lJ (-^1	 (6.2$)
With the solutions designated by X^($) , (6.7) becomes
y -' k	 'A --	 C9
	
(6.29)
t
Four solutions of this equation are
'XI(6.30)	 k j
'C2.	 l	 (6,31)
E
t 	 I
.	 _
►rz Ncl	
2 (^^^3r^	 (6.32)
I	 W	 pa
t	 ^	
•
s	 s
^5	 Seri H^^3 13 L 
	 (6.33)
where N^13 and H q3 are modified Hankel functions of order 1/3 of the
first and second'kind, respectively. These solutions, which were first
used in this problem by Heisenberg . (1924), are usually expressed in most
recent work (e.g., Reid (2965)) in terms of Airy functions in order to
make use of the highly developed asymptotic theory of second-order dif-
ferential equations.
A tabulation of the function 3 and its first two derivatives is
riven by Stuart (1963) from the paper of Holstein (1950). The real and
imaginary parts of,^ (^ , and also ^^(,^ , are plotted in Fig. 6.1. as
functions of	 the real and imaginary parts of ^(; , and X 3	 , are
given in Fig. 6.2. The critical point is always at = o , and the wall
is at N;jme particular value of -	 It is seen that I X3 1
	
, unliYe
i	 3	 , does not decrease monotonically kit), i.-creasing J 	 The
asymptotic expansion of X 3 , given below by (6.34), is not valid until
f
i
_..	 I	
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X3	 e-x
3In	 3tL	 '
XIV	 e_x	 3	 ^f
then
(6.37)
u
I'
V^.
The first two solutions, (6.30) and (6.31), are the leading terms
of the inviscid solutions (5.7) and 	 The two Hankel function
solutions, (6.32) and (6.33), can be identified with the	 solutions
C^3 ands
	
The asymptotic expansions of (6.32) and (6.33) for large
are
If -in the WKB solutions, ( 6.17) and (6.18) ) 	 is replaced by
j	 3	 ^1
	
(6.36)
c3	 ^I	 a
and, since
	 _ (Ots R, Uc^ (n^ . ^^^, j z = e.	 , and
c^ 3 can be identified with X3 , and 34 with X	 It is this identi-
fication that establishes the integration path for the WKB solutions to
be under the singularity, because the asymptotic expansions, (6.34) and
(6.35),'of the Hankel functions are only valid in regions traversed by
such a path, and not in the regions traversed by a path above the singu-
Iarity. This whole question of the proper path to follow and the regions
-49-
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of validity of the asymptotic expansions is highly complicated. For
	
v
more detailed discussions, it is necessary to consult Lin r s book, and,	 3 ;
for the complete rigorous theory, the paper by Wasow (1948). A good
discussion is given by Reid (1965).	 -
6.5 Tollmien'p im2roved viscous solutions
The WKB solutions are valid for 	 -	 , f , and the Hankel
function solutions are strictly valid for
	 = D C C. 1 , since in
r
general W1 is not linear from I to to	 Tollmien (1947) gave
{ a pair of solutions for real c which are valid everydhere. Similar
solutions were obtained for complex c by Wasow (1953). !'he form of
these solutions is suggested by a simple argument of Lin (1955). In
the comparison of the t+1KB solutions with the asymptotic expansions of
the Hankel function solutions, the arguments of the exponential.s were
shown to be identical when k-c in Q(^) was expanded in a series about
and only the first term retained. If the two arguments are iden-
tified without the expansion,
3	
e	
— 
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OF POOR QUALITY
then
213
 (6-39)
With the variable	 of (6.32) and (6.33) reinterpreted to be (6.39)
instead o: (6.28), and with a suitable factor placed outside of the
—50—
integral signs, the viscous solutions are
,1A	 Z	 3
	
't
13 -	 1^	 3`rI N13 1	 (6. 40)
`^rt .a 	 ^	 a[ ^
	
J I^
'^3 ^ 3 c; J^ ^ cY
	 (6. 41)
These are Tollmien's solutions. Their asymptotic expansions for large
are equal to the WKB solutions; for -^'^` , they reduce to (6.32)
and (6.33) (except for an unimportant constant factor). Tollmien proved
that these solutions differ from two solutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation by an error of order E, for all
6:6 Improved inviscid solutions
The viscous solution x3 discussed in Section 6.4, and fly , the
solution of the inviscid equation, are adequate to solve the eigenvalue
problem. However, for the calculation of the eigenfunctions it is nec-
essary to get rid of the singularity in the inviscid solution at C .
This singularity does not exist in the Orr -Sommerfeld equation, and it
can be removed from the inviscid solution by adding a viscous correction..
The first two of the four solutions of the simplified viscous equation
(6.7), which are given by (6,30) and (6.31), are the first terms of the
analytic series solution for T j and Tt . They are actually solutions
of the equation 
^5'-:: O ,which may be regarded as the inviscid equation
with the N 2 	 and ^(^/^1^,-^^ terms neglected. Now the improved inviscid
U
	 th	 1J L 0of e viscoussolution must came from a alance main erm
the convection term anti the term U"' ,which in the absence
i
-51-
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-i
is of viscosity is responsible for the singularity. Hence ., the equation
for the viscous correction is
r	 (^`" _ j c15 ^b (LC- c^ ^" t i aka Rb lt- ^ o	 (6.42)
Since the scale of the viscous region in the vicinity of
`
 is
proportional to 9, = tai RS U^^'!s , the variable	 given by (6.2$) is
t	 the proper one to use. The solutions sought have the form
xo)	 -X +^'($) +	 X,^CS^	 (6.43)
c ^ 
Then these are substituted into (6.42) and e,,s.zai powers of CG are
Lot 	(cl
equated, it is found that X I and	 satisfy the simplified viscous
l
equation (6.29), and are given by (6.3 0) and (6.31). 'X 	 and
satisfy the equation
5
'	 ^v1 tit
or, since 7(,^y = O
^ `	 L`t `' d — ^„
	
^c}
	 (6.46)tX1 2-	 x4z  
For
	
the proper solution is
it
-x, — 
z 
1 ^^	 (6.47)
Ue
—52—
4
4"All
since ) with (6.47),,
(6.48)+
and agrees with the first two terms of the regular inviscid solution
as given by (5.7)•
The second solution of (6.46), 	 cannot be written down in a
simple form; It is determined from (6.•6) by the requirement that its
asymptotic form for large I behave as	 t	 the first
GI
singular term of (5-8). The solution K. has been calculated and tabu-
lated by Holstein (1950). The tabulation may also be found in Stuart
(1963). The first derivatives of 7Cz,, and 	 which are proportional
to the real and imaginary parts of 	 the amplitude function of the
longitudinal disturbance velocity 	 are plotted in Fig. 6.3. Also
shown is the real part of the singular term of	 which is also the
asymptotic form Of zr	 It will be recalled from Section 5.4 thU the
proper branch of the logarithm to use in 92, for ^ -L ^, could not ^,<
established within the framework of the inviscid theory. The imaginary
part of	 as seen from Fig. 6.3, clearly establishes the correct
branch to be
According to Tollmien (1947), the improved second inviscid solution
can be immediately written down as
Pk	 (6.49)
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- Z_Z_ P
— — S, =
in which the most important singularity is {^ w ^ ^1 l o^ (^ ^ ^ c^	 if
is close enough
 
to the wall , so that xr^ ;
	
	
(^^ differs from its
asymptotic form . tu g	 + lob Cr	 at = p , then the viscous cor-
rection will affect the eigenvalues. - o calculations have yet been made
with either (6.49) or (6.5 o) used in place of (5.$) for J a .
6.7 Tiet,jens function and the secular equation
The ratio	 1 	 when 3 in the form (6.32) is used for ^3 ,
is
^a^ aU^^	
s 
^r^ c ^ ► 	 >>L	
(6.51)
`rca	 Toy	 ,
This ratio is to be evaluated at ro to provide the right-hand side
of (6.2). in order• to have a positive variable, S„, is replaced by
i
yThe ratio az ro is expressed by Tietjens function, which is defined
to be,
C^ a	 (6.53)
Then the function which in the IM method could be expressed as a
universal function of	 , is
Gy	
t	
r^/
 ..	 (6.54)
uW Taw	 uw '"^^ f~4 ^
Define
t
(6.55)
If the velocity profile is linear from z o to	 , the quantity .^
will be zero. In any case it can be expected to be a small quantity
and could well be ignored. The secular equation, (6.2), now takes the
Form
t
G	 w	 G C^gw
or
t	 Etsr ^^ = r(^^	 (6.57)
t^A	 '
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This equation is the counterpart of (6.25) in the MM method. The
right-hand side is a universal function of Z- and 
,
is indepepdent of
the velocity profile, and the left-hand side is a funetion'of o^a and
r- and depends on the velocity profile.	 t
When the Tollmien viscous solution (6.40) is used for ^3 a secular
equation of the form (6.57) is also obtained. However, the variable
and the function	 have different interpretations. They are
Ca5 Rs) -13
	
	 E^^	 ,,	 (6.5s)
o
c
j f	 372. Z 0	
^{
	 (6.59)
The Tietjens function, first introduced by Tietjens (1925) in the
form Z F(77) , is perhaps the most computed function in fluid mechanics.
The paper of Holstein (1950) includes tabulations of the results of his
owncomputation plus the res-LLlts of five other authors. The most recent
and extensive computation is by Miles (1960). The Tietjens function is
i
equivalent to the function F( } of the WKB method, but has an entirely
different beI.avior except for large z . The same graphical procedure
as described in Section 6.3 can be used to solve (6.57). The use of the
Tollmien solutions requires the computation of t.e integral appearing in
(6.5$) and (6.59) as a supplementary calculation.
	 {
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7. Numerical Examples of AsZMptotic Method
•	
3
7.1 Calculation of neutral-stability 'points
After all of the theoretical development, we can takq a brief respite
by working out some numerical examples. The first example wM consist of
the calculation ., by Tollmien's graphical procedure, of the upper and sower
branch points of neutral stability for the Blasius velocity profile anal
Cr = 0.360. The calculation proceeds as follows:
a) From a tabulation of the Tietjens function, such as given by Miles
(1960) or Mack (1960), F; (z) is plotted against F,. (^)	 to give the
curve labelled Tietjens function in Fig. 7,1.
b) From a computer program that integrates the inviscid equation, the
function G (da,G)A + A) of-the left-hand side of the secular equation
(6.5 6.) is computed for c,	 o ci o and several values of c 5 .
E, is plotted against E r on the . same graph as	 C)	 The result 	 is
the curve labelled inviscid in Fig. 7.1.
c) The intersection point
.
 of the two curves establishes as and Z- for
the two neutral-stability points.
The numerical results are (with b CR-0. /9 = ^:o)
4	 ,'
^	 yr-
It, = 0.1823,	 U 4 = 1.922	 for	 Ce = 0.360
Lower Branch
	
U2per Branch
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5	 '?
These results may be compared with those obtained by Kaplan (1964) from
the numerical integration of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. 	 R ,` '
IU4
 = 4.765, Rb = 2360	 x5 = 1. 20, % = 1364
The close agreement on the upper branch is probably a lucky accident.
The differences on the lower branch are about what one would expect.i
If the calculations are performed with the Tollmien viscous solution
of Sectio.. 6.5, the values of 0 4 remain unchanged because the left-hand.
side of the secular equation is unchanged except for the unimportant
function^ (^ (^ changes from 1.449 to 1.0055). Only the definitionG
•	 of 4 , and hence Ra , changes. According to (6.57),
For ct. = 4.36o,
T . p. 2Z x. Cta P, ^r3
and
	
as Rs = 1555	 c^s Rs = 5245
	
Rb = 2133
	 = 4356
The a'. ready good agreement on the upper branch is made even better; the
d i -_ P "P-mn n e+v nn +ilia.lnwwr 'h-P g nnh hAr+nmac n hiF 'erraa+^ar.. Ilia Tnllmi an
j}
'i
h
since isis so nearly linear. However, it should offer a distinct
improvement over the simpler solution for those..profiles where ZL(+ )
is far from linear.
7.2 Thickness of viscous re ions
We can compute the viscous length scales
E. arid E, From their definitions (6.6) and (6.10).
w = 0. 0592 0.0322
(2) (0.0690) = 0.138 z E4 (2) (0. o440) =-0.0880 
. Since the functions
^	 car ^
X	 and	 L	 are available to us, we may examine the
^^II
extent of the viscous regions directly from Figs. 6.1 and (6.2).	 The wall
values are
a
^ +X3 } - .7.3n ' j X, 15.40
{
^j(y	 is reduced to ife	 of its wall value at
r
yHence, in terms of Nd,	 the thicknesses of the viscous regions are
(2.64 - 1.00) ^^
Y 
= (3.96 - 2.1Q) £, 'F
0.113
-
o.o82
and
0.62
.I - 0. x.5
k	 ^ _
f
-6l- '
i
-
_F	 _
These values for +^.^ are not too far from the value of ZE, computed above.
It is apparent that 8w gives a considerable underestimate of the thickness.
However, it should be noted that the ratio of `'" at the two neutral points
is proportional to neither the ratio of 6, or E, .
By reference to Fig. 6.3 for the correction function "tzl , we-are
able to check directly whether the critical-point viscous region extends
j
	
	
to the wall. For the upper-branch point ( z = 3. 96 ), it is evident that
this region does not extend to the wall, although it does overlap the wail
viscous region. However, for the lower branch point ( - 2.64), '^Zr is
still. 2ep below its asymptotic value at k?	 It is not known how much
of an effect this small difference would have on the eigenvalues, but we
can expect any effect to be well within the order of accuracy of the method.
7.3 Calculation of an eirenfunction
f
4 The final step in the computation is to obtain the eigenfunctions, and
we shall partially indicate how this is done for the longitudinal velocity
fluctuation at ,"^e upper-branch point calculated above. The inviscid ampli-
i
tude functirn F
	
{ is plotted in Fig. 7.2. It is valid for ? greater
1
than e + 3 c,
	
O G = 0.132).  For T, - z €,	 ^^ G ^ , 4 3 E.  it-must be
a"	 /
corrected by %Z	 and for	 ^^ it must also be c	 X3orrected by 
Consequently., for ^. ^ ^^ these two corrections must be applied simultane-
ously.
IThe first step is to compute the complex constant A (actually iQ here)
4	 from the second equation of (•6.1).
f r	
'
h
gi
.k
f	
-62-
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:XV
"
T	 i
e
We obtain Fw and F; from the output of the computer program for
^
	
	 Gr = 0.360, Cc = 0, 0( = 1.204
	 The x3, and %gi are taken from
	
^ yr.
Stua.rt , s (1963) table, with the second derivatives used to calculate
the values listed here.
F, toy _ -5.217	 Fito) --1,915
X3 W = 6.09	 x^ic4) — — 14.14	 rI
With these values, we find
A,. = 0. 0198.,	 fi; = 0.360
The corrected amplitude function 4(1) . is found From
[^1 = FLT}	 A xs
and is shown in Fig. 7.2.
In Fig. 7.2 the viscous correction in the critical-point region is
applied only to the imaginary part of F 	 This is done quite simply.
11^^i t
by multiplying ]^i; by a constant G such that G X i ;
	
0.	 4f.132)
Af
and then continuing R; beyond
	
_ +^. - a. X32. with G t	 To correct
i ^^r it is first-necessary to separate i+ lv^ t from FY and this has i
not been done. A complete description of the correction procedure may
be found in Schlichting (1935), where the inviscid solution through the
entire boundary layer is obtained from the series expansions in powers of 	 j
4 L .
T7f-,
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8. Numerical Integration of Orr-Somnerfeld . Equation
The asymptotic method described in the previous section provides
eigenvalues of neutral disturbances with reasonable accurae'y. However,
for the'best results it is necessary to have available a computer program
for calculating exact numerical inviscid solutions, and, ^n the absence
of computations of the Tietjens function for complex z , Kmplified and
damped solutions must be obtained by a different-method which ii=lves
a perturbation of the neutral solutions (Schlichting (1933b), Shea (1954)).
Because of these limitapions, attention has turned in the last few years
to obtaining all numerical results from exact numerical solutions of the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation itself. The task of developing suitable numerical
methods was not an easy or-, 'iecause in the Orr-Sommerfeld equation the
highest-order derivative y	 _s multiplied by a small quantity, tf c^y KS
This circumstance, which is the source of the non-regular nature of the
inviscid and WKB solutions, is also a source of great difficulties in the
numerical integration.
The IM solutions clearly demonstrate the reason for this difficulty.
It can be seen from the solutions 93 and Ik , given by (6.17) and (6,18),
that regardless of whether the integration proceeds in the + y or - y
direction, there will always be a solution present.which grows roughly as
eKp tq3 Rb 
h 
d Qi}	 Any eigensolution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is
of order one throughout the boundary layer, and it is the task of the
numerical integration to produce this solution in the presende of*solutions
CS3 and q4	 Since every numerical integration scheme has some inherent
E
f
a
errors, and the growth of these errors will be determined by the most
rapidly growing solution, it can easily happen that after the inte-
gration proceeds a certain distance, ,the error will overwhelm the
solution.
The available numerical integration. methods fall into three main
types. The earliest in time (for channel flo
.
vr) was by Thomas (1953),
where the forward integration method was abandoned at the outset. Instead,
a finite-difference approach was used where the Orr-Somnerfeld equation
was simultaneously solved at a large number of y stations, and the eigen-
values obtained by the inversion of a large matrix. This method was
later successfully applied by Kurtz and Crandall (1962) to the Blasius
boundary layer. The second approach is that of Brown (1954, 1959). He
used a straightforward forward integration method and errors were con-
trolled by restriction to low values of 	 Ra , or by an increase in
.the number of significant figures (use of double-precision arithmetic).
The third approach was initiated by Kaplan (196+). In this method, the
integration starts in the Free stream and proceeds to
	
a . Tvo lira--
early independent solutions are produced. The first solution, which for
7	 is equal to the viscous solution (4.19), is integrated first. It
becomes large and offers no problem. The second solution, which for
•^ 3 is equal to the inviscid solution:(4.18), grows much less than
the first solution and is in danger of being "contaminated" by it. To
avoid this, a quantity proportional to the first solution is subtracted,
from the second solution after a few integration steps, and a condition
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is applied which forces the second solution to remain small. This
process was called "purification" by Kaplan, and a version of the
method is described in detail in Betchov and Criminale (1907). A
rigorous version of Kaplan's method was provided by Bellman and Kalaba
i	 -
(1965) and applied to the boundary layer by Wazzan, Okamura, and Smith
(1966). In this method, the standard Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
technique is'used to assure that the second solution is linearly in-
dependent of the rapidly growing solution and of magnitude unity.
Another method along these lines that is worthy of mention is the
quasilinearization method of Radb.ill and Van Driest (1966 }.
The rrethod of Kurtz and Crandall and the forward integration method
with single-precision arithmetic (8 digits) are limited to growth factors
of the rapidly growing solution of about 108. Double precision in the
forward integration method extends this growth factor to about 1018 .
'	 In contrast, according to Betchov and Criminale (1967), the growth .factor
in,Kaplan's method can.be 10 0 , and in 'Wazzan, Okamura, and Sminh's method
it can be 1080. Both. of these methods use only single precision arithmetic.
The latter method can be considered to solve the problem of integrating
the Orr-Sommerfeld equation under almost any conceivable circumstances.
For example, the latter authors have cyputed the eigenvalues of neutral
and amplified disturbancer for the Blasius boundary layer up to RY = ' S k « ;
where Rk
 is the x Reynolds number. instability first appears at R & U A Lo';
and transition, even for a free stream of very low turbulence level, occurs
by R, = 3 x t o 4	 Therefore, this method more than covers the range of
Reynolds numbers of interest for the transition problem, and could be used
..67-.
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to study such things as the approach of finite-Reynolds number damped
solutions to the.inviscid Limit with increasing Reynolds number.
No details of any of these methods will be given here.+ In 'Section
i
14.2, a brief description is ;resented of a forward integ3 iation method
which provides automatic calculation of the eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of the compressible stability equations.
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9. Numerical Results
9.1 Review of existing calculations
A. considerable body of numerical results has been-accumulated over
the years from both the asymptotic method and from direct numerical inte-
gration of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. These results, while extensive,
did not begin to be comprehensive until the computer came into use. The
earlier investigators usually contented themselves with the computation
of the neutral-stability curve. A notable exception was the calculation
of Pretsch (1941), where amplified as well as neutral solutions were ob-
tained for a family of velocity profiles. After the development of approxi-
mate formulas by Lin (1945), it became the somewhat unfortunate custom to
compute only the critical Reynolds number, i..e., the lowest Reynolds number
for instability. Such calculations, as has been emphasized by Kaplan (1954),
are of limited usefulness. In order to have an accurate picture of the
comparative instability of two different boundary-layer profiles, it is
necessary to calculate the neutral-stability curve and the amplification
rates. In the following summary, only those calculations are mentioned
in which at least a neutral.-stability curve has been obtained.
The neutral-stability curve of the Blasius boundary layer has been
computed, usin4 thF asymptotic method, by Tol.lmien (1929), Schlichti.ng
(1933a ), Pretsch (1941), Lin (1945), Lees (1947), and Shen (1954); and,
using numerical integration, by Brown (1959), Kurtz and Crandall (1962),
Kaplan (1964), Betchov (1965), 4lazzan, Okamura and Smith (1966), and
Ror71^i l l ^nri `I^n Tlri oc^' ll O^i^i ^	 ^^"iG a$fani-. n'.' -nt^cccitira rrror^i cri$ i.r^ c f i v.c•!-
ka;
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considered by Schlichting (1940) for the Howarth profiles U,
Neutral.-stability curves for the Falkner-Skan family, u, ^• X T" have
.k
been computed by Pretsch (1941), Kaplan (1960, and Wazzan, Okamura
and Smith (1966). Neutral-stability curvE-. for 6th-degree polynomials
have been computed for various values of the Pohlhausen part,_"?ter by
l
Schlichting and (Ulrich (1942) and by Timman, Zaat and Burgerhout (1956).
The boundary layer with suction was computed by Pretsch (1942), Bussmann
i and W nz (1942), Freeman (unpublished, but see. Chiarulli and Freeman
i	 (1948)), and Hughes and Reid (1965). Contour lines of constant non-
zero cr 	 from which the amplification rate may be obtained, have been
i
}	 computed for various Flows from the asymptotic theory by Schlichting
I	
(1933b) and Shen (1954) for-the Blasius boundary layer, and by Pretsch
s (1941) for the Falkner--Skan family of profiles. Such calculations are
usually performed as a matter of course when the method of numerical
integration is used. Eigenfunctions have been computed by Schlichting
(1935) and Holstein (1950) from the asymptotic method, and are normally
obtained along with the eigenvalues in the numerical integration methods.
Some res4ts for the Blasius boundary layer will be found in Section
12, where the experimental confirmation of the theory is presented. The
calcul.ati:...s performed for the Falkner:-Skan family of velocity profiles
are of particular interest because these profiles provide examples where
1 Doubt has recently been expressed about the validity of calculations
made from the parallel-flow theory for the case of a favorable pressure
gradient by Morkovi:n and Donaldson (private communications).
t	 y,.
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inviscid instability, is important, and thus the results serve as
background for the stability of the compressible boundary layer to
be presented later. A short discussion of these results is given in
'	 t
the next section.
9.2 Falkner-S-kan velocity profiles
The Fal.kner-Skan family of boundary-layer velocity profiles cor-
respond to free-stream velocity distributions of the form
The boundary-layer equations . reduce to ordinary differential equations
for these profiles. These equations were solved for various values of
'na by xartree (1937), and more exactly and with more detailed results
by Smith (195 4) . The similarity variable which replaces %, is
where
Y xM
en4- 1	(9.3)
The value (i r a corresponds to the Blasius boundary .layer; with 7 0
there is a favorable pressure gradient; with < a there is an adverse
i	 .
pressure gradient. The value ^ = - a.i'l8.' corresponds to the separation
profile, where U w = p .
-71-
According to the t" 7:-.orems presented in Section 5.1, the necessary
and sufficient, condition for neutral and amplified inviscid solutions
is that U If must be zero somewhere in the boundary layer. For V:0
74 0 everywhere (except at ^. =o for the Blasius boundary layer).
However, for c o , ^ will always be zero at some , 	Consequently,
for ^ a0 the Falkner-Skan profiles have inviscid instability and the
curves of neutral stability will be of the type shown in Fig. 1.1b.
These profiles are of interest because they provide an example Vaere
there is a steady evolution from a profile where viscous instability
is dominant ( w o ) to profiles where inviscid instability becomes
increasingly important. In Part B, we shall find that a similar evolution
tapes place with increasing • Mach number for the compressible boundary
layer. on an insulated flat plate.
Table 9.1 gives some numerical results for the Falkner-Skan profiles
1	
.
with adverse pressure gradient. In the table, 5	 is the similarity
variable as defined by (9.2) evaluated at As , which is
^s ^s c^;^s t asp c^ },,,q0. 75
0 0 0 0 4.4 x 10- -j 6.0 1.7
- 0.05
- 0.32 0.30 5.9 x 10-3 - 1.8
- 0.10 1.3 0. 43 o.46 1.0 x 10-2 6.5 2.0
- 0.14 2.1 0. 49 0.64 1.6 'x to
-^ 6.7 2.2
- 0.1988 3.3. 0.50 1.31 6.3 x 10-2 7.8 3.2
Table 9.1.
	
Numerical results for Falkner-Skan velocity profiles.
Adverse pressure gradient.
1
These results, and Fig. 9.1, were obtained from material kindly
furnished to me by Mr. A. M. 0. Smith of MC Donnell -Douglas Corp, Long
Beach, Calif. and computed by Wazzan, Okamura, and Smith (1966).
4	 ti^a 	 r,.
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`t where 
X"	 0 .	 The third column, Cs 	 , is the phase velocity
of the inviseid neutral disturbance,-and is equal to the mean velocity
f
at +^s as was shown in Section 5.1.
	 The fourth column gives the
corresponding wave number (ol 5 ,0s	 referenced here to displacement thick-
ness, as obtained from the upper branch of the neutral-stability curve
at high but finite Reynolds number.
	
It could be computed exactly from
(4.21) for
	 c,. = Cs , c; = o	 The fifth column of Table 9.1 gives 	 I
the maximum time rate of amplification . (at finite Reynolds number except.
for ^
	
_ ^ 0.1988), again referenced to displacement thickness. 	 The final
two columns give the boundary-layer thickness and the displacement thickness,
both in the
	 coordinate.
It is seen from Table 9,1 that with increasing negative values of
the quantities 
^s
	 cj , (o(Sa 1s and (cfb . C.O.. increase,.	 Thus, insta-
bility increases as the inflection point moves away from the wall.
	 The
amplification rates of Table
	 9.1 fora 4o contrast strongly with the maximum
amplification rate of the Blasius boundary layer.
	 It is evident that a
I velocity profile with an inflection point located well away from the wall
has much stronger instability than a profile with no inflection point.
	 The	
Y
i
most unstablerofile of all is the separationp	 p	 profile.
The neutral-stability curves and contours of Cj
 = const. are of great
interest. -
 Figures 9.1 and 9.2 give these results for
	 = - 0.14 and
	
7
0.1988 (separation profile), respectively.
	 Figure 9.1 clearly shows
that in spite of the large inv'iscid instability, there is still a small
;li.	
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destabilizing effect,of viscosity. The maximum amplificati pn rate
at a faxed R5t increases about 15% as Rs- decreases from infinity: 	 9
to about 103. Note that the maximum Amplification rate is nearly
constant until R5* is reduced below 10	 Most of the 4; cons-;.
P
contours are open for	 i.e., the upper and lowgr. branches
,extend to infinity. Only those contours with c; a 0.0* fqri. closed
loops. In contrast, for the Blasiu., profile (^ =0)  all of the contours
except for c i =o close at some finite Reynolds number.
Figure 9.2, for the separation profile, shows the final stage in
the evolution of the G; = const. contours. Here none of the contours
are closed, and they all extend to infinity. Also the upper branches
are all either parallel to the RV axis or have "a positive slope. As
a result, the maximum amplification rate at Rw w is the highest ampli-
fication rate; that r is possible for this velocity profile. The destab-
ilizing'effect of viscosity has completely disappeared, and viscosity
serves only to damp the disturbances. These disturbances are formed
by the inviscid instability mechanism associated with the inflection point.
Neutral-stability curves of this type are common for free-shear flows,
where the inviscid amplification rates are even larger than for the
separation profile. We shall find in Part B that they are characteristic
of the compressible boundary layer at a sufficiently high Mach number even
in the absence of a pressure gradient.
We use the term "destabilizing effect of viscosity" to mean that the
maximum (with respect to as at a fixed R a ) amplification rate increases
with decreasing Reynolds number over some portion of the Reynolds number 	 F
range .	 ' '; E}
t ^; • -75-
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Some of the earliest attempts at a stability theory were carried
out on the basis of energy methods. These methods were aimed primarily
at a calculation of the critical Reynolds number, but were pot very
successful. even in this limited objective, as the Reynolds:numbers
obtained were always extremely low. This was a .direct result of the
fact that the disturbances used in these analyses were not required to
be solutions of the differential equations. Consequently, the con-
ditions necessary to secure stability of all disturbances had to be
more severe than those necessary to insure the stability of only hydro-
dynamically possible disturbances. For our purposes the energy method
will be useful in shedding some light on the physical basis of the'
stability theory. 'Up to now, the discussion has, been mainly matht-=
matical, and the time has come to bring out some of the physical
mechanisms at work.
This section is devoted to a derivation of an equation for the
kinetic energy of a disturbance. The dimensional x-momentum equation
is, in two dimensions,
'J 4
+' u 2-4—
	
+	 Y
r
_	
--	
+ u	 . _u
^aY`,
a	 .^`-
ak^^^
(10.1)
3$ ax	 ^'^ e	 ^^
When the flow quantities are split into a steady mean component and a
disturbance, the resulting equation is
au'
^^!	 ^^	 out 4-	 v	 * ,^"	
awe
u + v
'^^ ax	 arc a^, a^. ^,^ 	 fl^
^	 ? ^' ^	 t	 2 P
aX
U 1
^ u 
	 ^ a`k ^ ^ 2 ^
^^
(10.2)
ax	 ^ ^X; ^,^¢ ^,^
I
Three mean-flow terms have been dropped by the boundary-layer a pproxi -
mation, but nonlinear terms have been retained. These terrps can be
transformed as follows with the use of the continuity equation.
,i
 
2+ v' aN'	 a ^ WV'l + a^k' 	 (10.3)
N	 2x
The disturbance is assumed to be periodic in X and growing in time.
Thus an x average taken over a wavelength at a particular time has
a definite meaning. Since such an average of periodic terms is zero,
only nonlinear and mean-flow terms remain when the equation is averaged.
K4
. v? + 2 t u'^r^ 1	 2 P	 1c	 10. 4 )
The quantity
(10.5)
is the Reynolds stress. It is a momentum transfer caused by the dis-
turbance, and acts in addition to the mean-flow stress ,&
	 If
(10.4) is written in the form
p ^ ^k	 V• ak	 ^P	 ,	 (10.6)
1 ax	 2	 ""	 ax	 a^, ^^ a,	
— ^
we recognize it as the mean flow boundary-layer equation with an additional
stress'term. Consequently, when nonlinear terms are included, the mean
The next step is to subtract the mean-floV equation from (10.2),
and then to multiply the remaining equation by u ` in order to Form
pant of a kinetic energy equation. This equation is
OX) (' 7. f
(10. 7 )
3^	 a	 ax
When the same procedure is applied to the y momentum equation, except
for multiplication by v' instead of u' , and the resulting equation is
added to (10.7), we have
,^
ku	 t fit ! V,' 2k t k ' a ( k' V' } } ^' ^ ^ N' V' }
z	
aL U
v,' a u''^ +
	
tr	
k' 2 ( k1 V')	 tr' ' y	 (10.8
1	 ^ sC
	 8 ^. J
The last two terms of the first line can be converted into energy fluxes.
a  } ^k t^ a	 X	 2	 3	 2
^	 V
?	 a	 a	 (1a.lo)^ 
At this point we integrate (10.10) over a volume which extends
j
	
	
one wavelength X in the x direction and to infinity in the y direction.
The terms with a single fluctuation quantity, or an x derivative of a
fluctuation times a mean-flow quantity, are zero by periodicity. There
are two terms of the type LA'3 fax + v'?G la d . Their integrals can be shown
to be zero as follows : .
X4.	 XA
.	 e	 ` a x	 a	 a ` 
 
	
ax	 ^ `^`^
xs^	 a	 (10.11)
V G i - J G a^ d,) dx
From periodicity and the boundary condition at we have
tit 8G +	 v^ L6 AX d , _	 - ! j	 19 (2-i!cl -I- aL"six d 	 (10.12)fV ^I	 X a7. ax a-^
0
Y
fi
v'
f
4
C	
Y^
r
! _ ^k	 2a	 (10. 14)
is the disturbance vorticity. The integral of (10,13) gives, of ter
integration by parts,
An alternate Form of this integral, which is perhaps more easily'identi-
fiable as the viscous dissipation, is
y •
	1.a
_	
(10.16)
With these reductions, the remail-ing terms in the energ y equation are
^ ^^ ,^^ ^k,^L V t ^ 
dx ^^ ^ ^ ^' ^^ u'v^ ak ^x dR^, +^, J^ ^ 2 ^^ ^,^	 (10.17)
Now,
k+l ^l	 '
^ L
u` v` .fix _ - "'^v, ' 
-- 
N
x
where the bar refers to an x average, and 't^ has already been identified
as the Reynolds stress. Hence, (10 ,17) can be written, with asterisks
introduced again to identify c.imensional quantities,
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z	
(10.20 )
a 
is the disturbance kinetic energy in the volume of fluid,
w
p ^,
	
`r
	
k.. 
ar	 (10.21)
a a
a	 ^'
is the energy production term, and
CO
_ jo(10.22)
is the energy dissipation term.
1i' , all quantities are rude dimensionless in the usual manner, with
It, as the velocity scale, and $ as the len6th scale, then the integrated
kinetic energy equation becomes
a	 A —
	
D	 (10.23)
b
where
ou
a	 2'
(10. 2+)
a	 ^
OU	
,1
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are the dimensionless counterparts of (10 , 20), (10 . 21) 2 (10,22) and
(10.18).
Equation (10.23) is exac '^ in the sense that no further approximations
were made bey s^nd the boundary-layer approximation. It holds for nonlinear
as well as linear disturbances, although, as already mentioned, In the
latter case U must be interpreted as the mean velocity in the presence
of a disturbance and differs from the disturbance-:Free mean . flow. For
a linear disturbance, as seen from (io.6), U is the same with a dis-
turbance as without one. The nonlinear and pressure -gradient terms of
(10.10) contribute nothing to the integrated energy balance. They serve
anly to redistribute the energy within the boundary layer.
The term F of (10. 23 ) represents the interaction of the mead flow
with the disturbance. If the disturbance results in a Reynolds stress
such that "P ? a , then energy will pass from the mean flow into the dis-
turbance. The dissipation term represents kinetic energy lost by the
irreversible viscous work'aod is necessarily positive. Consequertly, the
conditions for damped, neutral, and amplified disturbances acre, respec-
tively,
provide complete information about trie stability characteristics.
Rather, (14.23) can serve to point out t o e direction to go in increasing
our understanding of the physical mechanisms which are at work to proftee
instability. It is clear from (10.23) that a decisive role is played by
the Reynolds stress and it is to this quantity that we must turn our
attention.
r
s11. Distribution of Reynolds Stress
11.1 Prandtl's analysis of wall region
Prior to 1921 it had been accepted doctrine that a flow which was
j	 stable in the absence of viscosity could only be made more stable by'
the presence of viscosity. Although an earlier., and in this connection
evidently unnoticed, paper by Taylor (1915) pointed out the possible
3
destabilizing influence of viscosity, it remained for Prandtl (1921)
to clearly demonstrate the mechanism by which a stable invizcid flow
3
can be made unstable by viscosity. It was this discovery which led to
the elaboration of the stability theory in later years by Prandtl's
students and colleagues. In view of the importance of this discovery,
it is cif interest to quote a few lines from Prandtl's paper (my-trans-
lation) .
"Previous mathematical investigations on 4he origin of turbulence
have led to the opinion that small disturbances of a viscous, laminar
•
flow between two walls are always damped... In order to learn how:tur-
bulence aptually originates ;
 I had built at Gttingen an open channel...
and observed the flow by the Ahlborn method (sprinkled lycopodium,powder)
...wave forms with slowly increasing amplitude were occasionally observed
...these waves of increasing amplitude-completely contradicted the dogma
of the stability of laminar motion t,rith respect to small disturbances,
so that at :first I tended to believe that I had not seen this infrequent
phenomenon completely right.
 zw
i1
"We now applied outselves to the theoretical treatment, and, to
anticipate a Little, we found, contrary to the dogma,, an ^.nstability s;
of the small disturbances."
prandtl's argument Was later repeated in a different form by Lin
(1954, 1955), but we shall follow essentially the original derivation,
here. The viewpoint adopted here is the same as that used in Section
6.2 to-derive viscous solutions near the wall, i..e., it is assumed that
ZL ce.N M o	 With this assumption, the x-momentum equation, from .(3.1),
simplifies to
i
c^k r 	'd r	 I	 ski
where the term V AU/ 4' has also been dropped. Outside of the wall
viscous region, (I1.1) reduces further to	 i;,	 a
(11.2)
D/t
The velocity u ` consists of two parts; an inviscid part (A which
satisfies (12.2), and a viscous part L4' which.;satisfies the difference
between-(11.1) and (11.2) and together with u; the no-slip.boundary
M1	 -
condition.
U'AV	
E	 O ^^	 ^I	 -
2t _ Rs ^ L	 (11.3)	 '
a
The solution of . (11.3) is, for c, o and hence .j real,
{A„t^1 - ^1h^ cal e	 l 1	 e
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where the boundary conditions that
	 cs `(o)	 tt co y
 + u^ (01=U and	 u'^	 ^ --a to (A.1
1
outside of the viscous layer have been applied.
The additional longitudinal disturbance velocity u'
	 , which is
i needed to satisfy the na -slip condition, induces an additional normal
disturbance velocity v;	 through the continuity equation,
(11.5)
i 0
i
which yields, upon substitution of (ll.4),
k
w ^.	 — 7 } C(	 '	 4^ —	
(1	
L	 )	 d — ! t	 S X	 fv	
( 11. 0)
^2 Gv R
Outside of the viscous region 1r„	 is independent of
tt	 .
a b ^; ca}	 ^ (a^ x ^ ^. ^.1
(11.7)
C2 c„ 251'!
and 
(A	
is zero.
The consequences of (11,7) for the Reynolds stress. are as follows.
We have.noted in Section 10 that the Reynolds stress is given by r -- -L4 vv
j (in dimensionless fors). 	 For an inviscid neutral disturbanc,, i,' and 	 v'.
are 900 out of phase and
	 is zero.	 However, for any other disturbance
h^	 and Ix' are correlated and there is a Reynolds stress.
	 Since	 u;,	 is
zero outside of the wall viscous layer, it can contribute nothing to
	 rc
' outside of the layer.
	 however, tr„'	 persists for some distance outside
P i
of the wall layer, ard, since it is shifted in phase 135 0
 with respect
i
i
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rto u; , it will'produce.a Reynolds stress. This Reynolds stress must
equal the Reynolds stress set up by the flow in"the vicinity of the
i
critical layer, and which, in the absence of th'e wall viscous region,
j	 would extend to the wall. This stress is discussed in Section 11.2.
'The formula for the Reynolds stress at the edge of the wall viscous
region can be derived from (11.7). 
-If we recall that it is necessary to
take the real parts of Q and v' before multiplying and averaging, we
find
where &I = cr. if the ratio 17	 v,:	 is formed, we have
v=	 2c(5 ^w s	 l..'v'
A general expression for `^ in the wall viscous region can be obtained
from (flak) and (11.6), and this expression would give the increase of
r w
	
4 ^
from zero at the wall to the value given by (11.9) at the edge of
the viscous region. Equation (71.9) establishes that `t^ is positive
and, according to (10.2), energy will be transferred from the mean flow,
to the disturbance. Consequently, the wall viscous region, which is
formed to satisfy the no-sl,:;p boundary condition, also has the ,effect
of creating a Reynolds stress which acts to destabilize the flow. This
mechanism must be present to some extent for all disturbances, but whether
a. particular disturbance is actually amplified, or damped will depend on
the distribution of the Reynolds stress through the entire boundary layer
-87-
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4and on the dissipation term.
As a note of caution, it must be recalled that the precedingi
analysis rests on the neglect of u in the wall. viscous region.
Consequently= we can expect the results to be valid only at high
values of 05 R 5 , where the wall viscous region will be thin compared
to the boundary-layer thickness, and for values of	 large compared
to the thickness of the wall viscous region.
31.2 Reynolds'stress distribution from the ir7iscid theory
.The inviscid theory can also provide us with a formula for the
Reynolds stress which will, apply to all of the boundary layer except
•the•two viscous regions. First, we need a general expression for the
'Reynolds stress. Since
r	
^ ^ KS X:-w^)	 ,	 •^(asX..wx1	 (11.10}
L
we find
CA L C:
z	 (17..11. )
It is easy to verify that the quantity W defined by (5 .4 ) is equal
to the part of (11.11) which is in parentheses.
'therefore, the Reynolds stress can be written
z b	
c	 (11,13)
..gg_
4	 -I
We have, From (5. 2).,
^w	 c, 2c"	 f2z (11. 1+)
d	 (u-
. and it Follows From (11.10) that
2	 2	 g d s c; ^'.
1r'	
i <
5	 f 11.15 )
Consequently, the'derivative of the Reynolds stress is
-	 Ir iz	 C; k_ (11.16)
This equation was First derived by Foote and Lin (1950).,
For a neutral disturbance, A'C!4^ 	 is zero everywhere except at
u=c where, by the.same derivation that led to (5.6).T 	 has a discon-
tinuity given, by
(11-17)
of 5	 Z
We can now skstch the expected Reynolds stress distribution in the boundary
layer for a neutral viscous disturbance.
4.
Fig. 1.1.1
u.
f- 7
.0
The Reynolds stress builds up in the wall viscous region to the constant
value given by (11. 9) which, for consistency, must be equal to the value
'given by (11.17) with	 o . The action of viscosity near
E
smooths out the discontinuity in le	 The integral of T olWAI must be
I	 equal to 1)/R S , the integral of the dissipation terms.
The results obtained in Section 5.1 concerning the importance of an
'	 inflection point in the inviscid theory also follow directly from (11.16)
and (11.17)• Since there is no dissipation in an inviscid fluid,.the
I	 Reynolds stress must be zero throughout the boundary layer for a neutral
i
inviscid disturbance. Egy.ation ( 11, 17) shows» immediately that	 mnst
be zero. Fdr an amplified disturbance, integration of (11. 16) '^^om ^ = e
to i-4-w and application ox the boundary conditions on 'V yields the
result that k`t must be zero somewhere in thet:boundary layer.
C LI
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12. Pcperimental. Confirmation of Stability Theory - Schubau_er-
Skramstad Experiment
No account of the laminar stability theory is complete without
a mention of the classic experiment of Schubauer-Skramstsd (1947).
Up to the time this experiment was performed there was
	
experimental .
evidence to confirm Tollmien's theory of the stability of the Blasius
boundary layer. Indeed what evidence there was indicated that the size
of the disturbance was the controlling factor. The general attitude
towards the theory was one of skepticism, and most people probably
agreed with Taylor (1938) in thinking that the theory had little or
no connection with boundary-layer transition. Only in Germany does
there seem to have been general acceptance of the theory.
This picture was radically changed by the Schubauer-Skramstad
experiment which provided a complete demonstration of the validity of
the theory, and also firmly established the connection of the amplified
oscillations with transition. This demonstration -vas unmistakable in
spite of the fact that the calculations in existence at that time were
not very accurate. The exact numerical calculations of recent years
have only strengthened the demonstration. The experiment was performed
during 1940 and 1941, but ecurity restrictions prevented its publication
in the open literature until 1947.
Experimental techniques will be discussed elsewhere in this course
and we are only interested here in the results. It'will suffice to say
-91-
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that the disturbances were produced artificially in the boundary layer
by means of a vibrating ribbon, which thus.provided a means of con-
trolling the amplitude and frequency of the disturbances. A hat-wire
anemometer was used to follow the disturbance as it trav4led down-
stream. The amplitude - and phase of u ` were the primary quantities
measured.
r
The three main results of the experiments were: (i) the neutral-
stability curve.,. (ii) the amplification rate as a Function of wave
number at three fixed Reynolds numbers, and (iii) the distribution with
a^ , of the amplitude of	 The comparison of the experimental neutral-
stability points k=ith the neutral-stability curve computed by Kurtz
i
	
	
(1961) is shown in Fig. 12.1. The agreement is very good except near
the critical Reynolds number where there is a great deal of scatter.
In the comparison of the amplification rates, it has for some
reason been customary to plot c; rather than dc,
	
Figure 12.2 gives
ocba at R b^ 12. o o	 as measured and as computed by Kaplan.
What was actually measured is the spatial amplification rate, which is
transfopmed into a temporal amplification rate by (2.26). Schubauer-
Skramstad used the phase velocity instead of the group velocity and
achieved the remarkable agreement shown in Fig. 12.2. The agreement at
the other two Reynolds numbers is not as good, and at the lowest Reynolds
number there is a factor of two difference in the maximum amplification
rate between theory and experiment (use of the group velocity would in
every case worsen the agreement).
-92-
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IThe third 'comparison is given in Fig. 12.3 where experimental
measurement of the amplitude of W as a function of I is plotted
along with an eigenfunction calculated by Kaplan. Again the agreement
is remarkable.
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PART B.	 COMPRESSIBLE FLOAT
i
i
13.	 Derivation of Equations
13.1
	
Introductory remarks
The theory of the stability of a compressible boundary Layer differs i
1
sufficiently from the incompressible boundary layer to warrant being treated
'
k as an entirely separate subject.
	 Many of the general ideas are the same,
and for this reason the incompressible theory can be regarded as an indis-
pensable prelude, but there are at least three main differences.
	 First,
the asymptotic theory, which served to give an adequate account for incom-
pressible flow, has had only a limit p? success for supersonic flow.	 Almost
all results will have to be derived from numerical integration of the sta-
bility equations. 	 Second, the inviscid theory has a much greater relevance
than it had for incompressible flow, where it served mainly as a source of
two solutions for the asymptotic theory.
	 Although we shall concentrate
entirely on the zero pressure gradient boundary .layer, the inviscid theory
even here will be of great usefulness.
	 Third, the existence'of regions of
supersonic flow relative to the phase velocity of the disturbance permits
waves of an entirely different type than those found in incompressible flow.
The compressible theory has been developed by fewer people than was
i
the case for the incompressible theory..
	 Aside from an early investigation
by Kuchcmann, the theory can be considered to have started with a repoz•t
by Lees and Lin (1946).
	 In this work, the inviscid theory was considered
. in some detail and the elements of the asymptotic theory were worked out.
Q yj
_96_
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A subsequent work of Lees (19 .7) carried out calculations of neutral-
`
	
	 stability curves up to M1
 = 1.3, and also included the ramous prediction
that cooling the wall would'act to stabilize the boundary layer. The
next study was by Dunn (195'3) and Dunn and Lin (1955), where the asymp-
totic theory was worked out in a less approximate form than by Lees and
' }	 Lin, and three-dimensional disturbances were also considered. Neutral-
4	 stability curves were computed at Ml = 1.31 1.6 and 2.2 by Mack (1960) f
r.
	
	 on the basis of the Dunn-Lin theory, with the inviscid solutions being
obtained with improved accuracy. The next step was by Reshotko (1960)
I
	
	
and Lees and Reshotko (1962). The asymptotic theory was retained, but
both the inviscid and viscous solutions were obtained by numerical inte-
gration. The viscous equations used contained higher-order terms than
in the usual approximation.
Direct numerical integration of the compressible stability equations
was first carried out by Brown (1961, 1962), first for the simplified
equations of Dunn and Lin and them fox the complete linearized equations.
More recently, Brown (1967) has integrated a more complicated system of
r	 equations which include the mean normal bo undary-layer va:l.ocity and are
j'
	
	 valid for three-dimensional disturbances. T started my own work on the
numerical integration of the stability equations in 1961. The numerical
method is described in Mack (1965a), and results for two-dimensional dis-
turbances are presented in Mack (1965b).
13.2 Linearized, parallel flow equations
T_
A comprehensive account of the theory must start, as it did in Part
A. with the derivation of th,: governing equations. The dimensionless
^4.	 -	 lil 	 +L+y_k4.
	 -	 aL^^.. ^3e^R^.
	
mJN.t^ -.1: : ^K. M ^ 	 ,. ^	
S
	^	
A 2k•
A	 A
uj ±? _ 
_	
ax;°	 (13.1)
may.	
4 l ^u^	
0	 (13-2)
	
^ *	 a X^
27	 2 
d	 M
u	 aq	
)i L'r^	 (1303)
(13•x)
where
s	 w	 (13.5)
^	 k
The summation notation has been adopted for economy, • and the asterisks
refer to dimensional quantities. The equations are, respectively,
momentum, continuity, energy and state. The quantities which did not
appear in the incompressible equations are T 4. the temperature;
the coefficient of thermal conductivity; R, the gas constant; CM
the specific heat at constant volume, which will be assumed constant;
and a; , the coefficient of second viscosity 	 1.5x bulk viscosity
coefficient) .
The stability equations are obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations
by the same procedure that was used for incompressible flow. All quan-
titios are divided into mean flow and disturbance terms, the equations
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iThe z--momentum equation is
aw l - 	 dw
^
3w'	 -^,r a ►°' 	 — ^^`
"	 icM ► 	 a^
,	 a;t	 d a x	 S^
^5 ^ z^ 	 a^^ ^	 a ^	 a^c x 	a a^	 2^ca^
1
3	 ^	 axa^ ^'^a	 a^	 ass 1	 ^T=	 ^^
r^ T	 a kr'r^- W a T	
^, AT 2 v'	 daW ^.
-r f a	 ad	 r a^ • . a	 rt	 ^^	 ^^ (13,8)
^`	 € The continuity equation is .
90 g ir l	 .E	 aw+ 	 if
i
The energy equation is
O T F u 8T + a- yr dTT . a W fi `	 _ - (^'- ^^ a^^ 	
4- 8t^rr.
l 	
Cax I
" a^	 ax a	 a	
a	 a
^	 1	 ^' 3
3
dr"AT
M,' 2t	 ^k r '	 airi
A-r
2
	 d R b d
 ( 13. 10 )dT	 T	
-
-Zoo--
A-
`sue,.
I
IT -
3c^
The equation of stag is
^< ^,	 _	 T	 .^	 l- (13.11)
Additional quantities which appear in these equations are 	 M, the
free-stream Mach number; r , the ratio of specific heats; and	 T
is the Prandtl number and is assumed constant.
The boundary conditions at
	
r+ ^ o
	
are
.	 } U to) -
	
0	 1r' Cal w`Cal — o ,	 T J Co)	 o (13.12)
i
The condition on the temperature fluctuation is suitable for a gas
I
Flowing over •a solid wall. For almost any frequency of the gas, it
is :.+t possible for the wall to do other than remain at its mean
temperature. The conditions at infinity are that as n^. w , the
disturbances must at least be bounded.- This condition is less restrictive
than requiring that the disturbances go to zero. In supersonic flow,
waves may propagate to infinity and we wish to include those that do
so with constant amplitude.
13.3 Reduction of eguations to near two -dimensional form
We now specialize the disturbance to a wave of the same-form as in
Part A.
is evident that with 3/91 o , all Zr' and W terms drop out of the x
and y momentum equations and the continuity equation. When, further,
the reference velocity is changed to U l*: Cos , where	 is the angle
between the wave normal and U1 , these three equations are identical
to the equations for a two-dimensional disturbance in the mean flow
4 (11 with Mach number M, = M, cos 	 and Reynolds number R S - Ra cos .
If the boundary Layer in the original x, z coordinates is'two-dimensional,
then u(,1^ u(1. However, there is an important difference here from
the situation in incompressible flow. In the latter case, the transformed
flow corresponded to a real flow. Here, ltb^l is the boundary-layer
velocity profile for the free-stream Mach number Ml, not M1 . Consequently,
even if the energy equation can be reduced to two-dimensional form, the
tilde equations do not represent a real flow. The tilde coordinate system
thus serves only to simplify the equations, not, as in the incompressible
case, to relate all three-dimensional disturbances to the solution of the
same flow for two-dimensional disturbances.
It is evident from an inspection of the energy equation, {13.10;,
that even with elan = o all terms which include wand '^W do not drop out.
Two dissipation terms with w and W remain. This result, that the three-
dimensional stability equation cannot be transformed into two-dimensional
i	 equations) has been known to most workers in stability theory for a long
E
	
	 time although it is rarely mentioned in the literature. I first learned
of it from Prof. M. Finston at M.I.T. in about 1948. It is mentioned by
-102-
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Dunn and Lin (1955) in the introduction of their paper, but the first
explicit demonstration seems to be by Reshotko (1962). T&s trans-
forma'ion is usually discussed by working with the equations for the
amplitude functions and the physical significance is obscured by the
t:	 -
:
	
	 manner in which the derivation is carried out. The type of derivation
used here was first given by Bann and Lin (1955), although they too
reverted to the older derivation to obtain their final equations. The
complete derivation along these lanes was first carried through by Shen
(1964), but only for the simplified equations of Diann and Lin where the
dissipation terms of the energy equation are neglected.
t	 The dissipation terms of the energy equation are t
^"'^	
M^	 ilk au'	 3i^'
	
s 
	 - 	 (13.1)
21A c^	 r7 4v
i i
The second group of terms has a term with the mean veloc:.ty "N , and this
term introduces no essential change from the two-dimensional equations.
'	 w
For a two-dimensions) boundary layer, where U (^I = W ,4) , the second
group of terms can be written
w
^, ►, f (^ is 2	 ^ w = T ^ r d^,, d ^^ 2 ^'"	 .
L{Y^ c^e}	 of AT	 Cos' \V	 (13.15 ){E	 v
However, nothing can be done'Frith the fznal term, which involves i `,
the fluctuation parallel to the wave front. That such a fluctuation will
-103-
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exist is evident from the z-momentum equation,
+ .v	 ^	 ^+
4x-
d .:.)
e	
7	 ^
l
(13.1£)
^s ,	 ^Y	 kr	 ► 	 d 	 9 w `	 dw	 ^T' ,^	 rlr^	 ^ ^' 	
T )]
+ .	 ___,	 .t...m" (L-r
	
^
d-r-x
	
AT^^.	 OT 'At
k We cannot have w ` = a as a solution, partly because of the source term
{! v` Av f d,^,	 There is always a source term of this type whenever a
normal-velocity fluctuation, v' , is combined with a normal grad ient
i
of a mean-flow quantity. 	 An example in the Orr-Sommerfeld equation
Cis v` d^u/,^^	 , which is a vorticity source term (d	 /^.	 is the mean
vorticity).
i With the w' term included in the energy equation, it is necessary
to ,
 use the "z-momentum equation, and, as we shall see, the order of the
system, which is six fot a two-dimensional disturbance, becomes eight. j
. Dunn and Lin (1955) used a simplified system of equations in which all
i
of the dissipation terms are neglected.
	 When this is done, the eigen-
values of three-dimensional disturbances can be found from the two-
a
dimensional equations. 	 However, it is still necessary to use the z-
momentum equation if the eigenfu unctions of the velocity fluctuation
components in the x-z plane are to be calculated.
	 An important example
of equations with no dissipation terms are the inviseld equations. y
13.4	 Introduction of Fourier com onent s
s
With the fluctuations in the form (13.13 ), the complex amplitude
F functions for ia' , 1r' p '" ` 	,	 ^^	 and T ` are defined to ber n
'171 	 ,	 r	 and	 B	 .	 ( Since	 fir ` - V ` rtes	 and	 V'= ad
	 cos
` 
.
E we have	 ir'_ a	 ).	 The equations for the amplitude functions are
e
E	 _
ii
g kR
.. 40 2
0.3.17}
d 3 YM^
-r»	 i -^ —	
^ ^ }oc R l2^
rr. `	 y !
F1 (^-3.18)
a	
}R
^^°,	 +	 ts1nF1 ^^^ 3. 9)(1 - 1
' y	 f•.
(13,20)
tl	 y L f I^ ^	 -
oc
M ^	 5 ^C,	 * L^ u4'^ 
	
-^	 i a ^ } + S 1+if' 	 ^
S
Zhu 1 N' ,^a^ ^
(13.21)	 ;;
.r
(13.22)
,.	
-
^1^5 
w	 •
w
The subscript S has been dropped from d and f 	 If, whatever length .
scale, 	 is used, ( ^^ is interpreted to mean differentiation with
respect to ^.^/ L^ , then the corresponding wave number and Reynolds
number become (X,. , 	 ^	 . -In particular, if
4
L=	 ,fZ	 (13.24)
ow
where Rx is the x-Reynolds number Zt' x° / zr; ° , then
a a' x$	
^`
u.'
	
x° 
rrz
	
l Rx
ra
	 (13.25)
`^^^r2,	 ^ CRC
and
$	 x" (13-26)
Consequently, with the y variable replaced by the Blasius similarity
variable
	
, then !L is given by (13.25) and R is simply (R,r1 n
This system permits boundary-Layer profiles calculated in terms of the
i	 •
similarity variable to be used directly in the stability equations.
However, the boundary-layer thickness, displacement thickness, or momentum
i
?	 thickness can be used equally well as the reference length, with the properri
'	 interpretation of a , R , and the independent variable. All of these
ot`s and R es differ only by numerical factors which depend on the Mach
F	 number (e.g., 9^	 ct , fi b . = ^ b,	 , Re	
a R	
}. Since the numerical
1.0 6.4•
1. 6 7- 0
2.0 7.6
2.2 8.o
3.0 9.8
3.8 12.1
13.5
14•. 6
{
4.5
0.656
o.648
o.644
o.643
o.642
0 .64.4
0.645
0. 64.6
2.1°
2.77
3.37
3.72
5.48
7.83
9.22
10.34-
results are to be presented in terms of a and ^@ , Table 13.1 is included
to give these numerical factors for the instalated flat-plate boundary layer.
M1 	 "1 b	 ^Ja*	 '1 e
0	 6.o	 1. 72 	 o.664
0.7	 6.2
	
1.92
	
o.66o
_ 4.8 15.8
	 11.55	 0.646
5.8 20.0	 15.73	 0.636
6.2 21.7	 17.49
	
o.629
7.0 r25.4	 21.19	 o. 616	 i
7.5 27.8	 23.62	 o.607
' 8.o 30.3	 26.13	 9.598	 j
8.5 32.9	 28.72	 0.590
9.0 35.5	 31,38	 0.581
9 . 5 38.2	 34. 10 	 0.573
10.0 41 .o	 36.88	 0.565
Table 13.1 Boundary-layer thickness (ca l/ 7ti;`	 = 0.999 ), displacement
thickness and raomentum, thickness of insulated-wall boundary
layer.	 (wind-tunnel temperature conditions)
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13.5	 System of first -order equations
} In order to carry out.the numerical integration of
.
 the compressible
stability equations, it is convenient to reduce them to a system of first-
order equations.	 Following Lees and Lin (1946), we define the dependent
variables for this purpose as
t
N	 I3 	 ^'	 N ( N N ^}'	 .
(33.27)
5	 - 19,
The fact that this choice of dependent variable leads to eight first-order
equations demonstrates that we have an eighth-order system. The 7?3
N
equation is obtained from the continuity e quation; the i, equation
comes from the x-moment= equation; the ia' equation, after a lengthy
M
manipulation, From the y-momentum equation; the L6 equation from the
energy equation; Lind
	 equation From the z-momentum equation. The
resulting eight equations can be written as'the product; ,of a matrix
( 61;j ) and a column vector
rM
(13.28)
The 30 non-zero elements of the 8 x 8 matrix ( q	 ) are listed below.
The ^,	 equation has only one non-zero coefficient. 
(13.29)
- lo8-
ti
	
ai3 
T d R
r 
-- i a(t
r 
^-- - i ((t Z1;^	 (13.30c)A-T	 7
N
T	 "AX 	
m	 c1T?
w
? AT	 (13' 30f
T'he 
_Z3 equation has Four non-zero coefficients
{.13.33.a)
K	 ^
^3y	
Y	
/13.3lb-
^ ^^.	 -- - ; { u - ^^	 5' ful l {13.3xc)	 ^ .
t la 3S
M •
i;
_log-
j
The 2  equation has six non-zero coefficients: The coefficients are
written in terms of the Factor L , defined by
(Z + .6) r M'I' ZL -• em)
L r ^	
(x3.32)
The coefficients are
a 4,1
	 .	 ^► aT	 *3	 T
N	 i (13.33b)
q 43 ^	 ^	 ., of 1 .^. z (z 4-d:1 T	 tL3	 T P dT
E`
	
+ 1Z' + ( .. 4 }	
r
	 (13.33d)
7c^
	
2.
	 4 2 (z^ ^1 kr	 (13.33e)
L I" d T	 `t' ^^`	 r	 3	 7
N
L 3	 -r	 (13.33')
The
	 y eQuution has only a single non-zero conffinient'.
"	 The	 y equatrion has six non-zero coefficients.
N
a a^
	
a R Q 7' ^. i t v C tt•- 11 M, (13-35b)
/"
a6f
i a Fitt' CY-t^ M, t7 --c1 (3-3.350)
^
 pp
	
. 7'	 may+	 +	 ^•^-	 1
 ,
d
r	 acs	 -- (13.35e)
AT
(13.35f
•
The	 y equation has only a single non-zero coefficient.
a
4
r	 ^-A^ $ -»	 t
•
(13.30)	 i
i
'	 The	 $ equation has five non-zero coefficients.
M
a 8
	..	 d ,„ Z^I' (13,37a)
/A	 rr'
#4^ .. !	 `^''	 - (13.370)
ryh11
	 ,
..r4Y—,.	 ... ,._..	 -	 ..	 .__	 ...	 -	 _	 - -	 ..	 -	 _.	 ^.. _.....rer...y^nr.rx+,•..my^Ftrrh. .^'.^
F	
rh.^ ;a
♦.. 	
ti	
^ r.F	 0.u.4w:^9^i: /FYI }y fr .^	 _•-«...	
__	
^.	
_	
..	
,,
and at	 the amplitude functions are bounded. Just as for incom-
p1ressible flow, we Dave to deal with an eigenvalue problem and can only
	
	 a
_a
satisfy the boundary conditions for certain combinations of u
and
13.6 First-order equations in free strea sa
Sn the free-stream, 17 > jS	 , the equations reduce to the Following
equations with constant coefficients.
JJt
/ 	 f
3
,11
1 	 -^ ! {i — C1 Y M, ^ 	 1 { l c} ^S 	(13.42)
'I X4	 —j
}	
1	
oi^K R	 i s (t,^ hl trM^ it Z <<- ^^^
	
a y -2 + ;	 {2+A) fE -c,1 ^ 	 (13.43)
I	 ^+
^• I
	
M	 a.	 L^ ^t c{ 4' Ct- G^ +
	
(13.44)a1
- (13.45)
y
N I
	 N
g _	 ct^ . i dC^ (I . c1^ -Z	 (13.46)
The general solution of these equations is of the formt	 .
	
^-L , Aci^ ma y,; i^.,^ 5 ^	 i _ ^`
	
, s
	
(13.47)L
The ^^ are the eight characteristic values of the coefficient matrix,
{ A,^) ;the A 	 the 64 components .of the eight characteristic vectors
Af^ 1 and the eight
	
Ceti	
are arbitrary constants to be determined by
the eight boundary conditions.
	 Equations (13.x.0)-( 13.x.6) are Simple
enough so that the a^
	 and	 A 	 be obtained analytically.
A derivation of the	 and	 A^; }	 is given by Mack (1.965) for the
-
sixth-order system.	 The extension to the eighth-order system is obvious.
i
Of the four characteristic values which satisfy the boundary conditions as
only two have simple forms.
	 They are
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and are identical to a 3
 of (4.17), the characteristic value of the
viscous solution for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in-the Free streati.
In the limit of large aaR the four characteristic values axe, with the r
numbering chosen to correspond to the incompressible casq, 3
Ju	
M
I\t }t',^
n fj	 j{^ ^
llMILTJ C4^ ^^	 ^i'^7{2 A^, ^— y	 A, ( 13- 49)
tf
I
^3 ' ^• I GC R C l- c1 (13.50)
{ ^	 (f y^; GG"us?	
^^	
^
g ^ ^!y G^
;1z
^
(13.51} •
To the same approximation, the characteristic vector AGE has the com-
ponents (with	 Ai ' 	 AtG'	 and A %
	omitted in the listings) I	 ,
f
Aati	
-.	 -- ! (13.53a)
A	 i oc t t - ^^ (13.53)
rat	 M a.
Ay	 --	 i a c ^^ c1 M,. t!
WH1GINAL PACE.
cl.	
QALi"
(13 53d)
i
¢1Al
	 a (13.53e)
i
J o
,. p
The characteristic vector
a(st
has the components
oil
(13.54a)
is A3	 I
r
T. (13.5^b) 
L71	 t71
A j	 A$	 —	 A 7 	.- D
f
(13.54c)
f
s
The characteristic vector A1^} has the components
_	 ;
i
Al	 0 (13.55a)
A(} — — it s - cl (13.55b)
F
A14^	
p
E
s
(13.55c)
z
i
As
	=
3
(13.554)
Finally, the components of the characteristic vector
	 A
a: f^1 L^!	 Iti!A,	 —	 A4 t^1As	 —	 o (13.56a)
^ '7	 =	 t (13.56b)
The first of these vectors . i,s the compressible wavy-wall inviseid
solution; the second is the viscous velocity aolution; the third is the 
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viscous temperature solution; the fourth is a second viscou¢ velocity
	
solution for the non-periodic (in 	 ) velocity component ,parallel to
the wave front. The exact . counterparts of these solutionq provide the
initial values for a numerical integration which proceeds from the Free
stream to the wall.
A discussion of the inviscid equations in the free stream will be
given at the end of the next section.
13.7 Znyiscid equations
When all of the terms with viscosity and heat conduction are dropped
From (13.17)-(13.22), the equations reduce to
4 u.`^^ 	 _ ;7r	 (13.57)
k
u- c1 q _. _ , n .	 (13,58)
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identical to two-dimensional equations. Consaquently, we can obtain
the eigenvalues of all inviscid three-dimensional waves from the two-
dimensional equations, although in contrast to incompressible flow,
separate eigenvalues most be obtained for each wave angle Nr . The
amplitude function 1, can be computed from (13.59) after the eigenvalues
are known without an additional integration.
13.7.1 Various forms of inviscid equations
We can easily derive several forms of the inviscid equations which
will be useful for various purposes. Substitution of (13.62) Into (13.60)
yields, with the use of (13,61),
N
iY {i+ t T'1	
(13.63)
Z(- G
W an this equation is differentiated and the result substituted into
(13.58), and	 eliminated from (13.57) and (13.63), the result is
-I
{ Z{ c }	 - U T
	 ' (Zf _c 1	
= U , ( 13.64)
This is the form of the invscid stability equation derived by .Lees and
Lin (1946). Since it is a second-order equation, just as for incom-
pressible flow, only two boundary conditions may be satisfied.
( [a) " U	 1
	
q( ^)	 6 6 " t, d c 1 4 5	 '12 --tr to	 (13.65)
if
fi
Equation (13.64) is useful for analytic developments, but itlis
not suitable for numerical integration because of the denominator
"^` - M (u - c }2 which, for c, = o , is zero at the point in the boundary
layer where U - c, is equal to the local speed of sound. From (13.5 7)
and (13.63),
	
- t	 T- n^; to };	 (13.65)
Substitution of this equation into (13.63) gives
'	 t
When (13.67) is solved for	 , we find, with the Z notation,
^ 3 t i T- t (U- C.)	 (13. 58 )
and the y-momentum equation (13.58) is
F	 ^'r ` i a2(u'`}
 ^ 3 (13-69)
These equations are the counterparts of (5.14) and (5.15) in Fart A.
When M, = D
 and Tzt , they reduce to the incompressible equation.
For some purposes it is useful to think of an observer moving with
	
1
the wave. In order to write the equations in this coordinate system, we
introduce
}	 N
°7	 M	 2c - ( 13-70)
f A. 	 r	 h	 •
•	 RS	
i	
-	
-	
-
.^^	 . 	 ....	 ..	 ^rl.b^ ' 
	
^. • iM..•r-i^s^S-.irP'/^1f ..d l..'ri, 	.3 ..	 .^	 .. -	
..a
4For c; = a ,
 MR is the local Mach number of the relative flow. Then
(37}L .6 becomesT 
	
I
r
	
Y MA	 l - AA 
_
	
(13.71)
This equation can be recognized as the Linearized pressure-area relation
of one-dimensional flow. The quantity T1 (U-C)  is the amplitude function
of the streamline slope.
The other disturbance amplitude functions can also be written in terms
of q l ( Z -c). However, because of the mean normal gradients, the complete
expression for the amplitude functions will also involve source terms.
We find
	
.. !
	 u	 J	 ---^—^—^ ^Z^ _ G 1 (M	 (13.7-2)
u	 u-
B_ a T^ w - - (x- ^}	 MMx T --- +	 (13,73)MR Uu_J^
MR	 r
	
r ^ i	 ^'	 G —'	 Y .^
	
(^_MR 	 (13.74)
When the second terms of these equations are written in terms of V fro;;
(13.71), they can be readily recognized as the linearized momentum eq,aition,
isentropic temperat ure -pre ssure solution, and isentropic density-pressure
solution, respectively.
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rWe are able to derive a single second-order equation for 1^ / (7•{ - c)
It is
tr	
Ms
	
'
	 +	 .V
4-	 111
	
N WL - oc 0 -. tu, ^) _ _. .. c
	 (.13-75)
 iZL-c^	 R
i
A similar equation can be found for Tr
7r " - (10 j Ma t 7r'	 at(t~ MRSIr-	 (13-76)
This equation has been studied by Lignthill (1953) in another connection.
13.7.2 Inviscid equations in free stream
In the free stream, (1;x.76) 'reduces to
- A
Tr'' - ct Z { !	 M ) i-r	 a	 ( 13.77)
where M R, is a constant: and is given by
	
Mr< = (I- C. M,	 (13.73)
The solution of ,(13.77) which is bounded at infinity is
Iz-rr _ - 3' M^ erg - a (r nn 2 l ^7' ^ s ^^	 (13.79)
M T 1/1
The characteristic value, - a (^- Nln,^ , is equal to the ^, of Section
13.6. In order to simplify the notation in the remainder of this section,
M R , will be replaced by	 and oc by d .
1
•	 i
E
•j
When c t = U and M A t-1 , 'rr -•a a as
	 -v m . We pall this case
a subsonic neutral disturbance, When Ma > ! , we have i supersonic
neutral disturbance. The coefficient of Q 7, 1 in (13.79) is pure
imaginary and the wave amplitude is independent of 1	 The whole
solution is
7r e-	
^XMf exp t in X	 AMR- ^^'Ij{^~^^}^^	 (13.80)
It is evident that these waves are Ach waves. There are two cases
depending upon the branch of the square root we choose. if (--I1^ j = t ! s
we have the minus sign in (13.80) and the case shown in (a) of Fig. 13.1.
If (-I	 ^ i	 , we have the plus sign and the case shown in (b).
0- c,.) A l
&	 s;ti (SA'n,-
fr
(a)
	 (b)
Fig. 13.1 Supersonic neutral disturbances
CaGe (a) is an oatsoing wave; case (b) is an incoming wave, Case (a)
appears more appropriate to the boundary-layer stability problem. however,
a combination of the two hypes of naves permits the boundary conditions to
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be sat' s-ied for an a and c and we no loner have 	 ge an e i envalueY	 4
problem, But if we restrict ourselves to only one kind o wave, then
we still have an eigenvalue problem. Type (a) waves havq actually been
found, as will be seen in section 15.6.3.
For amplified and damped waves, c; ^ o and M R will be complex.
M R _ 0- 4l M
	
M;	
(13.81)
The resl part of M. is always positive, but the imaginary part will
change sign depending upon whether the wave is amplified {c; y o- 7 or
damped (c; L u I . We can write
'h	 '{Ada	 (Mrc)r {MR^ rM 2
	
(13.82)
under the assumption that (Mn)- e-< (M R S,.	 . When (M;^),. < < , the
boundary condition at infinity is always satisfied. The wave fronts of
the amplified disturbances are tilted in the upstream 'Airection; the
wave fronts of the damped disturbances are 'Alted in the downstream,
direction. (The neutral wave fronts are normal to the free--stream
direction.) When (M.),_ y o , there are again two cases to consider.
'rr.With (	 = i , we have the outgoing case (a) waves:
ex p - a (^ - Mn) {)-7SII
d(h^Sn1^- (MRIt
'L
1/2
ex^	 (M
	 a (M r.1 r- 
1 (^-^^^J	 (13.83)+ z
 r
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.^.	 ....	 ^ni: ^'i ^^	 ^	 ^.: ^' 	 ..-.•..	 .	 1(y_r. fY.:ww..M.____^"t^-Y'V±^. d+M T i.	 a.	 ....	 -
With (-- tl	 - i	 , we have the incoming case (b) waves.
ex^- oc {1 - MR)
(13.84)
4" d ( MR) (MR);
e. W x^	 {v^ _ ^^^ ex^i o:	 MR)r-° t^ (^"^}
We can classify these waves by whether they increase or decrease with
increasing
	
Amps i f ied	 EEped
Case (a), outgoing	 decrease	 increase
Case '(b), incoming 	 increase	 decrease.
For amplified waves, only the outgoing waves satisfy the boundary
condition at infinity. For damped waves C c;	 o} J only the incoming
waves satisfy the boundary conditions. hence only two of these solutions
can be accepted.
01
14. Numerical Interration of Stability Equations
14.1 Inviscid equ ions
Two methods have been devised for the numerical integration of the
inviscid stability equations. The first of these is by. Reshotko (1960).
The second-order linear equation is transformed into a first-order non-
linear ac,.-,ation of the Riccati type. This equation is solvec, by numerica`
integration except for the region around the critical point, where gener-
alisations of Tollmien's series solutions are used. Although the numerical
integraLtolon is performed on a computer, the procedure is not completely
automatic because of the matching required 'between the numerical inte-
gration and the series solutions.
The second method is by Mack (1965a) and is a. general i:. at, ion to com-
pressible flow of Zaat's (1958) method. The numerical, integration is
carried out along an indented contour in the complex plane. The compu-
tation of the eigenvalues is completely automatic provided the initial
guess is adequate, a condition that can easily be met. The equations
that one uses are the two first-order equations (13.63) and (13.69). The
integration starts in the free stream and continues to the wall. In the
free stream, the equations can be written as a second-order equation for
'24 as has already been done in Section 13.7. In the fixed coordinate
system this equation is
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The solution which satisfies the boundary condition at infinity is
v
exp - dfil- M, 0-c)^^={^ r^s^^ 	 (14.2)	
!.
ii
The integration constant has been chosen to make ^ 1 (^Jb 1 w (I f oZ ,
The initial conditions at	 )5 for the numerical integration are
by
 must decide which of the indented contours shown in Fig. 5.1
to use.	 For a neutral disturbance
	 both contours are satisfactory. 1
For a damped or amplified disturbance, the choice of the correct contour
-"
is made on the same basis as in incompressible ;:low for a velocity profile
,a
with an inflection point (p. 34).
	 Table 1 1 .1 gives some eigenvalues for
a boundary layer on an insulated flat plate at M
	 = 3.8.	 Contours (a)
and (b) are those of Fig. 5:1.
Contour
a	 0.1787	 0.8085 -0.005
" b	 0.1058	 0.8317 -0.005
a	 0.1058	 0.8317 1.0.005
b	 0.1787	 0. 8085 +0.005
i
Table 14.1
	 Tnviscid &Eanvalues at 1,L	 7 3.8 for different
`
r
indented contours. :.
1
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The eigenvalues of the neutral disturbance are a,= 4.1421, CS = 0.8523.
At finite Reynolds numbers, the unstable region Lies below the neutral-
stability curve; the stable region above it. Consequently, the criterion
that the inviscid solutions must be the R -v co limit of corresponding
viscous solutions selects contour (a) just as it did for incompressible
,
flow.	 #
The numerical integration yields 5 3 0) for specified values of 9
Cr and c, . To find the eigenvalues, one of the three parameters is held
constant and the other two perturbed until the boundary condition Z-3 (a) = p
is satisfied. With a reasonable initial guess, a linear perturbation is
adequate. if a neutral solution is sought, then c; = o , and oc and C,
are perturbed. An initial integration, followed by two more integrations
with K then CF perturbed, yields the following four quantities;.
4 Ck	 4 OL
(14-5)
e Z3^ ca p 	 ^	 ^ ^^; Cp1
e C,r	 Q Ch
The new of and Cr are found f rom
Q 3^-L0, Q LC
	 t	
^3r (0)	 Cr Y^ l 0 ]	 (14.6)
Q 3i {a} Q	 #	 A 2- 3; (0) 6 C,-	
—	
(o)	 (14.x)
a nc	 Q C 1- a
FR
This process is repeated until cC and c,. converge to the specified
accuracy. If of is held ;:onstant, then one integration cA'n be saved
by taking advantage of the fact that Z3 and -2. are analytic functions
of c	 The two derivatives similar to those of (14.5) i+hich are not
actually computed are obtained from the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Since
there is no serious problem of error buildup with the inviscid equations,
single-precision arithmetic and a standard forward-integration method
are adequate.
14.2 Complete equations
The numerical integration of the complete compressible stability
equations presents the same central difficulty as w 4.th the Orr-Sm merfeld
equation. Two methods have been successfully applied to this problem.
Both methods were first restricted to two-dimensional disturbances, but
have since been extended to also handle three-dimensional disturbances.
Double-precision arithmetic is used in both methods to control the error
build-up. The first; method to be developed, ,just as was the case for the
incompressible boundary layer, is by Brown (1961, .1962). In Brown's
method, three arbitrary independent solutions (for the sixth-order
system) are produced by numerical integration from ,^^ o to i;
At d , these solutions are ;matched to the analytic free-stream, solutions.
Two of the matching conditions can be immediately satisfied, but the third
condition can only be satisfied by searching for a suitable combination
of oc , c and R . Brown successfully applied his method to several
problems.
The second method, which was developed independently shortly after
^.	 Brown's method is by Mack (1965x). This method is similar in concept to
F	 the method described in &action 14.1 for the inviscid equations. The
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analytic free-stream solutions provide the initial conditions for four
A
linearly independent solutions (eighth-order system). These solutions
are produced by performing four numerical integrations from '1S
	
to
o	 Three of the four boundary conditions at 	 = o can be im-
mediately satisfied. The remaining condition, :Z5 Co1 =•o , is satisfied
by the same sort of linear perturbation procedure described in the pre-
ceding section. With oC and R held constant, only a single pertur-
bation integration (of each of the four independent solutions) is required
because the -ZZC-S are analytic functions of c . To calculate a neural
solution Cc; = 01	 , C F is held constant and c4 and R are perturbed.
As is often the case in problems of this kind,.the fact that Z','(0	 is
a physical quantity leads to a rapid convergence. Osten only a, single
iteration is needed to give the eigenvalues to three significant figures,
and it is rare that more than two iterations are required. Once•the eigen-
values are known, then a subsequent integration of a single solution which
is formed from the four independent solutions;in the proportion•determined
during t'ne eigenvalue computation will produce the eigenfunctions and
whatever related quantities are desired.,
On an IBM 7094 computer, this method requires 0.25 s ec to:integrate,
the four solutions of the eighth-order system across one integration step;
0. 14 see are required for the three solutions of the sixth-•order system.
With 160 steps, a common number, and provided only one iteration is needed,
it takes two minutes to calculate the eigenvalues of the eighth-order system,
and 67 see for the sixth-order system. At a computer charge of $25 0/hr.,
.;	 the costs are, respectively, $8.00 and $4.45 for each set of eigenvalues,
.{	
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These numbers are included here to emphasize that the economics of doing
research on a computer is a major consideration.
The method just described has one important drawbac4. It is limited
to maximum values of dP which are not always adequate. Fortunately, as
Ml
 increases: so does (df^^^,ax , but a value of 300 is about the highest one
can achieve. The adoption of some version of Kaplan's method, such as
the method of Wazzan, Okamura and Smith (1966), would remove this limitation.
Also since single-precision arithmetic: could then be used, the speed of the
program would also increase.
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15. Inviscid Theory
15.1 General results
bees and Lin (1946) have carried out the most complete study to
date of the inviscid theory. Their results which are useful for our
purposes will be summarized here without proof. Since the equations
for a three-dimensional disturbance can be reduced to the two-dimensional
equations, only the latter equations will be considered in this section.
Lees and Lin classified the disturbances into three groups, depending
on whether the phase velocity Cr is subsonic, sonic or supersonic'
with respect to the free-stream velocity U,4
 . In dimensionless terms,
this classification is
Lees and Lin ' s chief results are
W The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a
neutral subsonic disturbance is that there is some point 
^S in the
boundary layer where
condition is the generalization of the condition found in section 5.1
for incompressible flow that there must be an inflection point in the
velocity profile for a neutral disturbance to exist. The pgint
which plays the same role here as the inflection point., will be called
the generalized inflection point.
(ii) A sufficient condition for the'existence of an amplified
disturbance is that
u` T G
d T	 .
at some ^ greater than ad o
 , where ^, is the point at which C r co = i - `/Ml,
The proof of this condition also depends upon T- M, k' 4	 0
(iii) A sonic neutral disturbance is
0( ^ d p	 CO = { —	 .	 (15.3)
Me
(iv) if T- M; ( M- d18 > 0 , there is a unique wave number 05
corresponding to cs for the neutral subsonic disturbance. In other
words., as long as them is no region in the boundary layer where the
local Mach number of the mean flow relative to the wave velocity is
supersonic (Ma c a .., a unique es exists.
These results are obtained by a direct extension of the methods of.
proof used for incompressible flow. The necessary condition for a
neutral subsonic disturbance is derived from the equation for the
discontinuity of the Reynolds stress - e -, v, at the critical point.
.,r
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This equation isy for Cr = o
2	 ^
+ a) — '1G (^ 6 - o) _ ^ OL rr 	 d (u'
?dG` a^ Y ^
Since T is zero at the wall and in the free stream by the boundary
conditions for a subsonic disturbance, it follows that ^^/ T^^ must
be zero at 	 A quantity that appears in the asymptotic viscous theory
is
Vra CO	 -n kw c Tom? d ^`	 (15 . 5
Tw f uC 1
	
^T)]
in terms of vd C c) ,
r 2
0c	 c	
t`^ `^	 VO CC.)
W	 T.
The discontinuity in V is derived from the generalization to
compressible flog of the Tollmien series solutions for c^, and ^L
These solutions are
a	 ^	
j
(^G 1FT7^
	
S r	 I /	 I
J
_132a
'^ 1
^j
;;; 	 ^^	 tu- c ^	 1
F
For ^ e' 	 , 117 [) - X 4 1 = 10^ 1 7 - 7` 1 -- i 7r-	 as for incompressible
flow. The leading terms of t, and ^ % are 74.. and T. u	 re-
spectively, so that	 and 12. are normalized here in a different manner
than in Section 5.2.1. These solutions have been worsted out in more
detail by Reshotko (196o). Both T and -F have the same analytic behavior
as for incompressible flow. What is new here is the existence of a temp-
erature fluctuation. According to Reshotko, it-has the behavior
(x5.9)
Hence, even for a neutral disturbance, , here (7t'/Y ^ 1 = o and
	
and
/G
are both regular, 0 has a singularity at
The inviscid solutions in powers of ota can also be extended to
compressible flow. They are, according to Lees and Lin (1946),
r	
w
(15.10)
^^ r^ = Cu- 1	 dx^	 rat27141
g1 = 8
'y
s
_s
r
i
^
	
	 1	 r
'n
and
a
a (74- IL
(15.12)
h	 a	 ^	 z
kl,
n	 L^' e J	 a	 1
In the course of 
my numerical studies of the eigenvalues of the
complete stability equations ,  it became evident that Civ) could not
be true for 'T - M, ZG- c ^^ -- o ( MR s i) . The consequence of this loss
of uniqueness makes the inviscid theory for supersonic free-stream Mach
ncmbers differ greatly from the incompressible theory.
Before going further, we gust examine more closely the consequences
of the finding that noutral and. amplified inviscid disturbances can exist
.	 r
whenever ^^L` 1 T = G	 . For the flat plate incompressible boundary
layer ,  k" is negative everywhere except at - U . However, for a
compressible boundary layer on an insulated flat plate ( -U, r) , is
always zero somewhere in the boundary layer. Consequently, all such
boundary layers are unstable to inviscid disturbances. We have seen in
Section 9.2 For the Falkner-Slcai profiles with
	` o that inviscid
instability became more important as the inflection point moves away from
the wad.. Figure 15.1 shows cs
	 the mean velocity at the genera;::._zed
'inflection point and the phase velocity of 'the neutral subsonic disturbance,
as a function of Ml . The wall is insulated, and the free-stream temperature,
which is a parameter for the exact numerical solutions of the boundary-layer
equations used here, is characteristic of wind tunnel. conditions. The
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Fig. 15.1 Phase veiocity of neutral su bsonic disturbance
(upper curve) and of neutral sonic disturbance
(lower curve) as function of free,stream
Mach number
i^
4t.	 i
1
Q
stagnation temperature is held constant at 311 K until, with increasing
{	 Ml, the free-stream temperature T, drops to 50oK. For higher Mach
4
numbers, T, ¢ is held constant at 500K. All results to be presented for
insulated-wall boundary Layers are for this family of boundary-layer
profiles unless otherwise noted.
Figure 15.1 also includes a plot of ^o ^ L - ^ / M, . For a
disturbance to be subsonic relative to the Free stream, and hence have
vanishing amplitude at 	 even for a neutral disturbance, C F. must
be greater than c a	 It is often said that only subsonic disturbances
are considezQd in stability theory, a statement that is not entirely correct.
It is true that the neutral subsonic disturbance 0.5 only exists when
Mz	 . However, this doesn't rule out amplified or
 damped disturbances with c,. t t
	
or even neutral supersonic
4
disturbances with a E different from . c	 lie shall, find examples of all
of these disturbances, all of which satisfy the boundary conditions at
infinity and lead to eigenvalue. problems. For c; 4 a , the amplitudes
t
of outgoing amplified and incoming damped waves vanish at infinity re-
gardless of the value of cw ; for L ;	 the amplitude will only be
bounded at infinity for c,, d ca . What does turn- out to be true is Vat
the most unstable disturbances are always subsonic. Further, we shall find
f
that for one class of disturbances, the amplified first-mode waves,
Ca
	
	 e,.	 cy	 This result has important consequences.
15.2 Multiple neutral solutions, two-dimensional disturbances
15.2,1 Neutral subsonic solutions
An important omission in the Lees-Lin inviscid -theory was the failure
:4
to recognize that for a boundary layer at supersonic free-stream Mach
y,
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numbers, there are multiple neutral solutions. It is rather easy to
demonstrate the existence of these solutions. The inviscid equation
written in terms of Tr , (13.76), quite evidently has a different
	 E
character depending upon whether M is less than or greater than unity.
It is instructive to consider at' large enough so that the 'Tr t term can
be i .gl.ected, Then (13,76) reduces to
f	
1t `°	
^a (l - M^ } i1" .. n	 (15.13)
,
When M K
 { L , the solutions of (15.13) are elliptic in nature, and
it is under this circumstance that Lees and Lin proved the uniqueness
of 0( 5 . However, when Ma >
	 (15.13) becomes a wave equation, and
a
as in all problems governed by the waive equation we can expect there to
be an infinite sequence of wave lengths which will satisfy the boundary
	 +
conditions.
If we introduce
(15.14)
then, from (15,13),
1 c a 	 OLy„ (Mn (15-15)
L	 ^	 ,
x 'tx
Ti	 sx p - as„ ^1 - M^ ? yE^
	 ,	 (15.16)
'] r
where (15.15) follows from (7.3.69) and the boundary condition on
	 at1
Not too long after I found these solutions for the boundary layer,
Gill (1855 } independently found them during his study of the "top-hat"
wake.
^a
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o , . We have written 0 as ws,,. The subscript s designates the
neutral subsonic solution; the subscript n refers to the multiplicity
of solutions. Since we have arbitrarily made -W positive for
It can have either sign at	 o . At	 r	 '
oil
Cos a 5„	 (Nl^ - 1) 	 (15.17)
6. a
and
It x ...	 (15.18)
Because of the approximate nature of (15.15), the magnitude of d ,
,
 as
given by (15.18) . is of little importance. However ., the difference between
adjacent values of 0 5,x ' , given l y
a
Ir
Gattid^ 1 	 s^ =	 (15-19)
^^M^_ 1^^1t dt^
turns out to be accurate under many circumstances.
When -the numerical integration of (18.58) and (13.69) is carried out
with Cr. c	 t7 for the insulated-wail boundary layer, the
us, which are round by the eigenvalue search procedure described in
Section 11 .1 are shown in Fig. 15.2. The solutwon for each value of -11
will be referred to as a mode, with n 	 the first mode, % = 2 . the
second mode, etc. The wave numbers of the first mode were first computed
by Reshotko (1960). The second and higher modes appear only for M l ' 2..
With c. = c, and the family of insulated-wall boundary-layer profiles ,  a
xi
i
f
i
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1
h
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'	 -	 FREE--STREAM MACH NUMBER, IAj
{	 r,ig. 15. 2 T ^c a -ree-stream Mach Number on
neu ral wave numbers of two -dimensional
disturbances
point ), at which MR = 1 first occurs at Ml = 2.2 where 7j p 0. With
increasingM1
 the point ^, moves out into the boundary layer. No higher
modes could be found numerically for Ml .e 2.2, in accord with the theory
given above. Also ., from (15.18) a, ri must be inversely prpportional to
the thickness of the relative supersonic layer. As Ml --# 2.2
.
 from
above, ^l -^ o and of„, must become infinite, again in agreement with the
numerical results.
A. curious feature of Fig. 15.2 is that the upward-sloping portion
of the first-mode curve between M1 = 2 and 4.5 is in a sense continuous
through the other modes; i.e., there is a Mach number range for each mode
where the e,h vs M1 curve has a positive slope. The end point of this
region fox,
 one mode is close to the starting point of a similar region
for the next higher mode. The approach becomes closer as M1
 increases.
Thi. upward-sloping portion of each curve has a special significance which
will be pointed out later. The same phenomenon will appear in even more
emphatic fashion when we tape up three-dimensional disturbances in Section
15.5.
Th6 accuracy of the wave number spacing given by (15.19) can be checked
from the numerical results, which are given in Table 15.1 for M1
 =5.8 and-
10.0.
M1 = 5.8
	 M2. - 10.0
,
Modes Doc	 Aa!
2-1	 o.14
	
0.09
3-2	 0.13	 0.10
4-3	 0.27	 0.08
5-4	 0.28	 0.02
6-5	 0. 10
77 6	 x,10
8-7	 0.10
(15.19)	 0.28	 0.10
Table 15.1 Comparison of predicted and computed value for wave-
number spacing of adjacent modes.
3
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We see that at M
.
 5.8^ (15,19) is satisfied starting with the difference
between the third and fourth modes; at M, = 10 it is satisfied approximately
for the firs' three differences, and then exactly starting with the dif-
ference between the fifth and sixth modes. The upward-sloping line thus
	
s'
marks an important boundary,. Above this line, the spa.c$ng solution is
satisfied exactly; immediately adjacent to the line, it is not satisfied
at a11; and below the line it is satisfied approximately at high Mach
numbers.
With the eigenvalues of the multiple neutral solutions established,
the next step is to examine the eigenfunctions. For this purpose the
!	 t
magnitude of the amplitude function
	 = Tr/	 )	 is sketched in
Fig. 15.3 for the first 8 modes. The first thing to note from this figure
is that the number of ,zeroes in -7. is one less than the mode number -ti .
For example, the second mode has one zero, and Z(o) is 180 0
 out of phase
with i.4 (} ; the third mode has two zeroes and (ol is in phase with
34 (^ Sl . The number of zeroes in 2 4 (91 is the surest identification of
the mode under consideration. By keeping track of the phase relation
between X4 6) and q { ^ S^ : it is possible to determine when there is a
change from one mode to another.
Second, the appearance of the eigenfunctions in Fig. 15.3 tends to
confirm what is stWgested by the simple theory given above: there is an
infinite sequence of gave lengths in the supersonic relative-flow region
which can satisfy the boundary conditions. Third, the magnitude of ^4(0l
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this is another indication cf the special nature of the neutral solutions
that make up this line. Frr other modes, 7r(01/ rr(7al tends to become large
away frow this line. In particular, this ratio becomes indefinitely Large
as	 oo . This same phenomenon will reappear in a sli&tly different
k
form for three-dimbnsional disturbances and is illustrated in Fig. 15.13,
15.2.2 Sin2lar neutral solutions
A further consequence of a region of supersonic relative flow in the
boundary layer is the existence of another class of neutral disturbances.
Although these disturbances are also subsonic, the term neutral subsonic
disturbances will always refer to the disturbances associated with the
generalized inflection point. The new class of disturbances is Called
singular because the solutions cannot be computed directly, but are
obtained in the limit as e j -0 from a family of amplified solutions. In
the limit, c,. —1 and ' rr ^o) /n (^^ 1 -« ca	 That is, these neutral dis-
turbances propagate with the free-stream velocity, and, since for a
finite -w(o) the free-stream pressure fluctuation ITOISl is zero, the
distuxbance is restricted to the boundary layer. The wave numbers of
these solutions are designated by o{,,, . The first subscript refors to
c,, _ i	 the second is the mode number, The smallest c(,,, is called the
second mode., the next sm=allest the third mode, etc.
Fj.; ,ire, 15.4 gives j rrc 71j/ l,rroti (	 and a%- ^ n-(^ )	 as functions of
for aL)c st neutral disturbances of the second and third modes at
MI = 5.8. Both the amplitude ratio	 d .:_^^ r. r,i.t l ide	 the phase change
are nearly independent of c,, near c,. = 1 1
 but he location of thephase
change in the outer portion of the boundary lay-cr varies somewi ,at
 as
r:
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	 1. This phase change is always located inside of the critical
point. We see that for the second ,node the pressure fluctuation under-
goes only a 10° phase change, while for the third mode it undergoes a
.	 42 phase change in the outer portion of the boundary layer and a 1800
phase change at	 0.135. This 1800 phase change is Just what is
encountered in the second-mode neutral subsonic solution.
15.3 Amplified two-dimensional disturbances
Now that we are acquainted with the main classes of neutral dis-
turbances,, we can go on to the much more important amplified disturbances.
With the neutral solutions known, it is easy to calculate amplified so-
lutions by Letting c; increase from zero. It will turn out that not all
of the neutral subsonic solutions Lead to amplified solutions of interest,
:.,	 but at least one always does, as will be seen presently.
It is convenient to plot the eigenvalues of the amplified 'disturbances
in the Form of diagrams of d vs c; and c,. vs c; . Such diagrams are a
necessity in carrying out the calculations. The complete picture of the
inviscid solutions requires the damped solutions also, but to simplify
r
the discussion, they will be deferred until Section 17.4, where the
behavior of the viscous solutions is discussed.
Figures 15.5, 15.6, and 15.7 give examples of eigenvalue diagrams at
three Mach numbers, 3.8, 4.8, and 6q 2. At b = 3.8, the first two modes
are included in the range of at's shown. If the calculations are started
at both o4., c., and say c, , the two curves shown in Fig. 15.5 result.
The curve which starts from a %,,cs Leads to the sonic neutral solution
-l45
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Fig. 15.7 rEagenvalue dicisrams at Mi 	 6.2
_= a c^ = - 1 1K.  The solutions which lie on this curve have little
phase shift in the pressure fluctuation and may be called first-mode
amplified solutions. The curve which starts from ocs, , cs leads to
the singular neutral. solution 4j. 1 ^ . = ^	 The solutions which lie
on this curve have a large phase shift in the pressure fluctuation except
near the singular neutral solution. They may be called second-mode amplified
aoliktions.
i,• can be noted in these figures that for the first mode, C. 	 C,. < cs .
This result is always found for the first mode. For the second mode, as
seen from Figs, 15.6 and 15.7, it is possible to have c.. ^ c.	 What is
of maj or importance is that the amplificat? cn rate, nc c i 	 of the'seeond
mode is lamer than for the first mode, a result which is always true. It
is this feature that makes supersonic boundary-layer stability so'different
from incompressible flow. Not only is 'there more than one mode of insta-
bility; but it is one of the additional modes which is the most tuistable.
At 14, = 4.8, Fig. 15.6 shows that a,z is smaller than ots,	 This
f:
	
	 condition persists until Ml
 = 6.0, after which a marked change occur s as
shown in Fig. 15 .7 for t^ = 6.2. The eigenvalue curve of the first mode
,joins the eigenvalue curve of the second mode at c; --- o . As a result,
it is not possible to reach o(s, by following the eigenvalue curve which
starts at the neutral sonic solution, nor is it possible to reach the
singular neutral solution by following the eigenvalue curve which starts
at 0{5z	 Instead, aq, is reached by starting at «s { . By reference to
Fig. 15.2 0 it can be seen that at Ml = 6.2 ast lies on the upwax'3-slop1ng
{$	 a14q-
y^
Portion of the a, z vs.Ml curve. Although the first- ,mode neutral
subsonic solution still exists, it has ceased to be of importance in
the sense that there are no "adjacent" amplified solutionq of any
consequence. At Ml = 6.2 2 the magnitude of the ratio Tr (u) f TrO ,J for
the neutral solution u(, ; 1 c 
s
	
is 1/8 of the magnitude of Tr [ol / Tr (2, )
for the solution c(„ c, . An obvious feature of Fig. 15.7 is that
nowhere on the combined first- and second-mode curve does c, exceed c, .
As MZ increases beyond 6.2, the eigenvalue diagrams continue to
change. At Ml = 7.0, oc s3 is less than of„, , so the second- and third-
mode eigenvalue curves cross. At 13 = 7.5 1 the combined first-'and
second-mode curve does not lead to oc,2. , c, , but instead ,joins the
third--mode eigenvalue curve at a
	
c l >o and Leads to	 oc„ 1 c 	 . 	 Hence,
a single eigenvalue curve extends from the neutral sonic solution to the
third-mode neutral subsonic solution.	 Neither of the neutral solutions	 '
OLs, j c,	 or	 0,,. , c s	 have "adjacent” amplified solutions of importance.
It is also true that all along the combined curve,
	
ca,	 Cl­ 	
d Ca
When there are no longer separate eigenvalue curves for each mode, 	 3
z.4
it can be difficult to identify a particular soluV.on with a definite
r :' a
mode.	 However, the	 c(- cc	 diagram at 1^ = 6.2 still retains the appearance
of two separate modes. 	 A close investigation shows that there is a rapid
change in both the phase difference, 	 ark -v(70	 _ oara - r (a)	 , and in the
magnitude of the ratio	 -m Lat l Tr C' ,l	 near ' the "intersection" of two mode
curves.	 These two quantities are shown, in Fig. 15.$ as functions of a
at	 8, where the first 4hree modes are merged.
With the eigenvalues of the amplified solutions established, the temporal
amplification rate ac,	 as a function of a	 follows directly. 	 When, at
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several Mach numbers, o(c i is plotted as a function of 	 for the first
four modes, and.the maximum amplification rate of each mode is read off,
•
	
	 Fig. 15.9 can be constructed. This figure demonstrates that the second
mode is always the most unstable mode.. For M, > 6.5, the
,
,'first mode is
not even the second most unstable mode, and at M, = 10, both the third
and fourth modes are more unstable than the first mode. In order to get
an idea of how these amplification rates compare to those found for iii
compressible flow, we reca-11 from Section 9.2 that for the Blasirs
-
layer at M, = 0., o(, ct = 15 x 1 30	 The growth of a disturbance in a
distance equal to one boundary-layer thickness is
(&A	 C. (15.20)
AxM 3
where the group velocity has been replaced by the phase velocity. Table
15.2 gives a few values of (J A / A %
M,	 (JAjA)AXV
01 finite R	 0.05
o,	 o.1988	 o. 4o
3 1 2nd mode	 0.01
5, lst mode	 0.02
5, 2nd mode	 0.10
10, 2nd mode	 0-07
Table 15.2 ^lqplitude groirth over one boundary-layer thickness.
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possible in the incompressible flat-plate boundary layer. It also
follows from Fig. 15.9, that below about ?+ =.2 .3 the boundary layer
is for all practical purposes stable to two-dimensional invisci.d dis-
turbances.
Of equal importance with the maximum amplification rate is the
frequency of the disturbance which has this amplification rate. It
is of no consequence to . have a large amplification rate for a particular
frequency if the spectrum of an actual disturbance in the boundary layer
does not include that frequency. Fig^ixe 15.10 gives n(c,. ( = al	 as a
function of Ml for the first four modes. The-dimensionless (circular)
frequency is
W	 x"	 (15.21)
-k R
Thus for a fixed-frequency disturbance and a constant free stream, the
dimensionless frequency varies as x"' , and the disturbance can ex-
perience the maximum amplification rate of Fig. 15.9 only at one par-
ticular boundary-layer thickness.
As a final observation from Fig. 15.9 1 we can note that the decrease
in (Ot c,),rla% for M15, 4.5 is almost entirely a result of the increasing
thickness of the boundary layer. If C ci s c; y,„, x were plotted instead of
`°{ci),M in Fig. 15.9, the amplification rate for each mode would be
but slightly dependent upon M, past the peak values of Fig. 15.9.
Now that we are familiar with the results of the inviscid theory for
two-dimensional disturbances in the insulated flat-plate boundary layer
	
;	 with wind-tunnel temperature conditions, we are in a position to understand
^w
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the changes that occur when any of these restrictions are lifted. Only
flat-plate boundary layers have yet been investigated
.
, but in the next
three sections we shall find what happens when the free-stream temperature
is different from that in the wind tunnel; when the distTbances are no
longer two-dimensional, and when the wall is no longer i9pulated. Un-
fortunately, except for the numerical results there is a total absence
of an inviscid theory for amplified disturbances. As general guides, it
will be necessary to make use of two empirii:-al-bbservations for the first
mode, and for the higher modes, the result suggested by (15.19),' that the
. wave numbers are inversely proportional to the} thickness of the supersonic
relative-flow-region.
The two empirical results for the first mode are: first ,  d, is
always between c, and cs
	 second ,  Ca, c; i, ,,
 'is related to the ., difference
C	 That is, as C 's 	 C	 j -(«s c j	 o . We can see , from
Fig. 15.1 that C, - c, has a minimum near M,. 1. 6. This diff6rdnee then
increases and finally tends to level off. If	 for the 'first
mode were to be plotted on a much larger scale than is used in Fig. 15.9:
it would be found to have a similar behavior to , c s - ca with a maximum
near M_ = 1.5. This correspondence between i: .
 - co	and
suggests that anything that changes the relative positions of cs and co
will also have an important effect on the amplification rate of;'the first
mode. Both the free-stream temperature and the ratio of wall temperature
to free-stream temperature affect cs	 With three-dimensional-disturbances,
c,, will change to co
	
because the-effective Mach ,
 niumber Is
the component in the direction of the wave notbal. For a sufficiently
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oblique wave c,, is equal to zero.
15.4 EtCfect of free-stream temperature on two-dimensional disturbances
We shall study first the effect of changing the free-stream temperature
while keeping the wall insulated. Figure 15.11 is a counterpart of Fig.
u
15.1. In this Figure, there are three curves of c s (labelled Aat S ) vs.
'r	Ml for three values of T, 	 40°K, 160 Ka nd 300°K. Increasing T`4 moves
the c, curve closer to the c curve. Cons equently, increasing T1 willo	 ^	 Y^	
stelbilize the f st mode. Indeed, for T *= 300 K, cs y Co between
M	 ;..6 and 2.5, and the first mode will be completely stabilized.
1	 In Fig. 15.12, the maximum amplification rates of the first and second
Modes are plotted as functions of T for three Mach, numbers, 3. 5, 6.0 and
8. 0. As expected from Pig. 15.11, increasing, T has a strong stabilizing
influence on the first mode. The effect on tbo'. second mode is. much smaller
and can be either stabilizing or destabilizing, depending on the Mach number.
15.5 Three-dimensional disturbances
15.5.1 Neutral solutions
To treat three-dimensional disturbances we;must use the tilde coor-
dinate system of Section 13.3 to reduce the three-dimensional equations
r
a
to two-dimensional equations. In this coordinate system, M, = M, coskk ,
at	 a/cos Y and 1r is the an gle between the wave normal and 'the free-
stream direction. Since the boundary 1aye:s under consideration . are two-
dimensional, the boundary-layer profiles are independent of
	 First
we shall look at the variation of the neutral wave numbers, ol
	
, with	 =,
Figure 15.13 gives the results at M1
 = 8 for the first three modes
(	 is called T in this figure, and also in Fig. 15.19). We see that
with increasing	 , 0,, and ocsZ approach each other closely at = 35°,
..a
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and asi and ccs, approach each other even more closely (to within 1%)
at ^, ; 56.50..
The slightly upward-sloping line that starts from a 4, at ►^  v
forms a sort of barrier for
	 When the as, , curve reaches the
"barrier," it turns away from its previous direction to form a continu-
ation of the upward-sloping line, while the ct; 3
 curve forms a contin-
uation of the as,, curve. The same thing happens again when the a5,
curve strikes against the "barrier" Formed by the ass upward-sloping
line. At M1
 = 10, the first four modes form the same type of pattern.
There, it is the curve starting from oc 54 at	 =c that is almost
horizontal (more so than in Fig. 15.13) except for brief interruptions
at	 = 320 , where it meets ot53 ; at 47. 20, where it meets 61 a ; and
at 60. 20, where. it meets a5 ,	 At	 = 60. 24:, 0., is within is than
0.1% of iss .
The various modes are easy to identify in. these figures by.,the number
of 1.800
 phase changes in the pressure fluctuation. Even though the eigen-
values almost coincide at the angles listed above, the solutions do not.
In some limit, probably c 5 -1 as 111 -^- ^ , the', eigenvalues will be truly
degenerate, i.e... two distinct solutions will correspond to obe::eigenvalue.
The wave-number curves will actually intersect, but the mode Identity of
a. given curve will stall change beyond the intersection point., on
physical grounds, it is necessary for the first-mode wave number to
always attain a finite value as 1^V --a 90 , and for all higher-mode wave
numbers to go to infinity, with a common asymptote at the angle where
_	 the supersonic relative-flow region disappears.
It is of interest to note that Fig. 15.13 bears a resemblance to
Fig. 15.2 ► There the upward-sloping line plays the same role as the
more nearly horizontal line of Fig, 15.13. If the angles of closest
approach of Fig, 15.13 are converted into component Mach numbers, we
can construct Table 15.3. it is apparent from the table that the
M1 = 5.8 8.0 •10.0	 2-1)
N
=3.9 4.4 5.0	 M.=k,7.
dks^. " a ss
	 6.5	 6.8	 6.7
r
r^ s3 ' ask	 8.5	 8.6
Table 15.3 Mach numbers in direction of wave normal at whi.9h
wave numb- - of adjacent modes are most nearly 6(Vial.
phenomenon is the same fui ooth two- and three-dimensional disturbances.
Whatever the mechanism is that produces ;here results, it must depend
primarily on the Mach number and very little on the boundary-layer
profiles.
The same two features that were noted for the upward-sloping line
of Fig. 15.2 are also found for the related line of Fig. 15.13.
	 First,
it is the mode which is on this line for which the ratio
	 Tr to) 	 n (71)
has its minimum value for any particular wave angle, as ' is shown in
Fig. 15,.1+.	 Second, it is the wave number of this line which is the
end point of the eigenvalue curve of amplified-solutions which'starts
at the neutral sonic solution.
	 This behavior, which for two-dimensional
disturbances establishes itself clearly only at high Mach numbers, is
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well defined for three -dimensional disturbances as will be seen in
the next section.
15.5.2 ^nplified solutions
With the neutral subsonic solutions established, the next step is
to consider the amplified solutions. As I increases from o', c o = t -/rat,
decreases, but since the mean velocity and temperature profiles remain
fixed, so will cs . Consequently, the difference cs c, r
 increases
and we can expect a destabilization of the first mode. At the same time,
the thickness of the supersonic relative
-flow region will decrease with
Ml
 , and we shall not be surprised to find a stabilization of the second
and higher modes.
Figure 15.15 shows the time rate of amplification, d c^ , of the
first and second modes at M1 = 4 . 5 as a function of the dimensionless
frequency, of ch s for several wave angles. The three-dimensional firs -
made disturbances are indeed more unstable than the two
-dimensional
disturbances, and the second-mode three-dimensional disturbances are
more stable-than the corresponding two-dimensional disturbances. Con-
sequently, the most unstable second-spode disturbance is always two-
dimensional. This same result holds for all of the higher modes. The
most instable first-mode disturbance is at an angle: of close to 600,
with an amplification rate twice the maximum two-dimensional, rate and
with a frequency a little over one -half of the frequency of the most
unstable two-dimensional disturbance. The maximum in ctcr at a value of
1 between S° and 900
 comes about from the following circumstances. As
C^-ca increases, the maximum value of c i
 also increases. At first this

increase leads to a corresponding increase in N c j ) m.,, . However, since
oC (not Z ) must go to zero as 1L' --a 10a, the decrease in oc eventually
outweighs the increase in c j and the amplification rate starts to decrease
with further increases of ? and is zero at = 90
At M1 = 4.5, the first two modes are completely separ te at all wave
angles. At M-	 $, the first three modes are merged for tiro-dimensional.
disturbances. Figure 15.16 shows what happens as \V increases. At
0	 030 , the first three modes are still merged. However, at k^ = 45
only the first two modes are merged. This result is in accord with
w
Fig. 15.13, where the second-mode wave number
-, Nil , is on the uPward-
sloping line at
	 = 45 o and thus is the end point of the eigenvhl.ue curve
for the merged amplified solutions. At	 500, the situation is'the same.
o	 '
The next angle,
	
= 56 , is of interest because this angle is very near
the angle of closest approach for a( S , and ast . The end point should be
o( sl according to Fig. 15.13 ' and Fig. 15.16 confirms that it is.,'However,
the ac k vs. a curve in Fig. 15.16 gives no obvious evidence of the second
	
F	 mode as the local maximum in o(cj that has previously always marred the
second mode is no longer in evidence. Hence we have an example here iti
is necessary to examine the phase of the pressure fluctuations in order to
male a positive identification of the mode. Figure 15.17 gives the ratio
T; (,.) / Tr Cis)	 , and Fig. 15.1$ the phase difference ao-^ -Tr (o1 -- a w•^ 7r (y1
as functions of a , These figures show that there is a rapid change From
a first-mode disturbance to a second-mode disturbance near x = 0:16 even
though ac;	
0
continues to decline monotonically. 'At the next angle, = 60 ,
Fig. 15.13 indicates that oc $ , will be the end paint of the amplified region
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which will consist entirely of first-mode disturbances. Figure 15.16
E
and the phase of T• (o) confirm this to be true. The angle'at which
the supersonic relative -flow region disappears ' and with it the higher
modes, is gust over 600.
Once we have found ac i as a function of ac, for several values
of Ik at a particular Mach number, we can construct Fig. 15.19. In
this figure, the maximum temporal amplification rate of the first two
modes is plotted against * for the four Mach numbers k.5, 5.$ ) $. 0 and
10.0. At all of these Mach numbers the most unstable first-mode dis-
turbance is at an angle of between 50 0 and 6000md has a maximum•'ampli-
fication rate roughly double the amplification rate of the most Unstable
two-dimensional disturbance. The two-dimensional second-mode distirbance
is the most unstable at all of these Mach numbers, and the decrease of
N c;1 h,,, with increasing	 is sharpest at therlower Mach numbtbrs.
A summary plot of the first-mode maximum amplification rates m.ppears
in Fig. 15.20. The wave angle of the most unstable disturbance (to within
-
50) is shown in the figure, and the maximum two opddmensional ampliftcation
rates are shown for comparison. An interesting ►zhange in the relationship
between the , two- and three-dimensional amplificatdon rates takes place for
Ml< 4. Above this Mach number, (oc c l ),,, of thee, three-dimension]; dis-
turbances is about double the two-dimensional amplification rates iiin
contrast, at Nil 3.0 the ratio of the two amplification rates is-5t.8;
at M, = 2.2 it is 33; and at Ml = 1.8 it is 130.'' 'We recall from ft. 15.1
that it is near Ml ¢ 1.6 that the difference	 is the smallest.
Therefore, the sonic limit acts as a severe constraint on the two-dimensional.
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disturbances in the low Mach number range. Indeed the two-dimensional
disturbances are almost completely stable even though the generalized
Inflection point is well out in the boundary layer. When this constraint
is removed, as it is for three-dimensional disturbances, the amplification
rates increase sharply. We may consider the three-dimensional maximum
amplification rate as the one that most clearly reflects the inherent
instability of a given boundary-layer profile.
The instability of a compressible flat-plate boundary layeri%rhich is
due to the generalized inflection point is a weaker instability than the
instability of an incompressible boundarylayer'profile with an 3riflection
point. In Table 15.4 we compare the growth over one boundary-layEir thickness
09
	.0a 14
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 0.10
o,
	 o.1988	 0.40	 n
	
1.6	 0.005	 r
	
2.2	 0.012
	
3„0
	 ' ,s 0.022	 ! a
	
4.5	 0.036	 A
	
10.0	 0.042
	
1 i
TAle 15.4 Comparison of growth of most unstabl first-mode inviscid
disturbances in insulated flat-plate boundary layers and
in Falkner-Sloan boundary layers.
of the most unstable three-dimensional first-mode disturbances at a few
Mach numbers with the growth of the most unstable inviscid disturbances
two Falkner-Skan boundary layers. Indeed the maximum growth rate is
smaller than the maximum growth rate of 0.05 (at finite Reynolds'
numbers) in the incompressible Blasius boundary layer,
15.6 Effect of wall cooling
15.6.1 Two-dimensional disturbances 	 f
Perhaps the most celebrated result of the stability theory for
compressible boundary layers was the predicti;oA by Lees (1947) ghat
cooling the wall stabilizes the boundary Layer. This predictioh was
made on the basis of the asymptotic theory, dmd a criterion was; provided
whereby the ratio of wall temperature to recovery temperaturemt which
E
the critical Reynolds number becomes infinite- ,can be computed. Although
Lees's original calculations contained numerical errors, the temperature
ratio fox complete stabilization was later computed correctly by a great
many aut^ors. The most accurate of these calculations gave the result
that' Complete stability can be achieved forrg>-- 14 9 by sufficient
cooling.) These calculations can be critici2rei in two imbortan-^ respects.
First, no indication is given as to how the raraplification ratb ,"raries
with wall temperature. Second, and most imprbrtant, no accounti is taken
of the existence of the higher modes. In thla section, we shall see that
the inviscid theory can remedy both of these deficiencies.
The first step is to find out how the mean boundary layer changes
:Y
with wall cooling. In Fig. 15.21 1 the stability function ^ern j which
is related to (u/ T ) ' 	by (15.5) 1 is given ras a function of	 at
N, 5.8 for several values of 0 %,
 1 where 9 g, is the enthalpy difference
ratio (A4, - At
	
LA, -
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temperature ratios at M, = 5.8 in Table 15.5.E;xn this table Th, is
Uw	 T. Th
0.847
	
1.00	 I
0.50	 0.55	 ^ E 4.4
0.10	 0.25
0.05	 0.20	 1.3
0.01	 0.15	 1.1
0	 0.15	 1.0
H
-0.10	 0.05
	
002
Table 15.5 Temperature ratios as functions of Bw at Ml•8
the recovery temperature, i.e., the equilibrium or adiabatic wall.
temperature. Ir. Fig. 15.21 we see that for the insulated wally WMI
has a single zero located at ^s. For 0.01	 < 0. 8+7, it has two
zeroes located at N, and ^js^ ( ^s^	 ifs: )^' For	 0.01,
has no zeroes. The zero at ^ss is always below ^o , the point
where u = c, l -- ^/M . The zero at	 is above d provided
B,^ > 0.05.
Next we look at the relation of c 5 , c6nsidered to be the mean
q r
velocity at ^fa^ , to c b . As long as
	
^7:;^Q	 , there can be no
neutral disturbance connected with 75x . lt.^cannot -be subsonib because
It cannot be supersotic because, by (15.4), the
Reyne^ lds: stress would be zero throughout the boundary layer, a1Condition
.ncompatlble with a neutral supersonic disturbance as we shall bee in
y
11	 !,
r
Section'15.6.3. Both c a and co are shown in Fig. 15.22, where ca is
plotted as a function of Tw, / T^. at Ml = 5. 8 ,, 8.0 and 10.0 for
T, = 50 K, and at Ml
 = 8.o for T, = 80 K. We see that at Ml =5. 8)
C 5 is reduced below c, with sufficient cooling, and the first mode-can
be completely stabilized. However, at 1 = $ and M l = 19, cs remains
greater than c, and the first mode cannot be completely sta'bilizgd no
matter how much the wall is cooled.
In order to-find out what happens to the second mode as the :-wall is
cooled, we must look at some eigenvalue diagrams. In Fig. 15.23,; oc is
plotted against c; for five values of B,y at M" ^ 5.8. In Fig. 15.24
three of 'the corresponding c, vs. c; diagrams'are given with the two
remaining diagrams in Fig. 15.25. Only amplified and neutral solutions
are shown. From these diagrams we see that the first mode disappears
when ^,, }coves below +, and there can no longer be neutral subsonic so-
lutions. -It seems to be a requirement that arfamily of amplified solutions
can exist.-only if their eigenvalue curve starts at one neutrs.l solution and
ends at another. When 
^ 51 t ^a	 , or does^inot exist, there-.is still
an eigenvalue curve which starts at the neutrQ4 sonic soluti.ony.; but the
solutions; along this curve e all damped as we shall. see in S " ion 1g	 y ar	 	 =	 g.^
	
-7
When some. of the modes are merged for the insulated-wall. case, "'as happens
for Ml > 6.0, cooling will separate the modes' so that there ar'e:distinct
eigenvalue curves for each mode ,just as at lower Mach numbersrfgr the
insulated-wall case.	 ti
A.
The second mode always has the singular'nbutral solution 9L9, one of
'	 its necessary two neutral solutions, 'just as %—he first mode always has
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increases and there is no tendency to reduce the maximum value of ci !
for the second mode as there is for the first mode as a result of iihe
decrease in c5 co o Indeed we see from Fig. 15.24 that initially
increases. Since x also increases, there is an increase of the maximum
amplification rate of the second mode with wall cooling. The increase
in the wave number at [(A c;1,„„x is almost entirely a result of tlk'^ change
in the boundary-Layer thickness with cooling.
When Asa moves below 1, and then disappears, it is no longer
possible for the second • mode eigenvalue curve to)+have ots 1 as an end	 ;.;.
point, since the neutral subsonic solutions no longer exist. Nor is
there any possibility of the neutral sonic solutiion providing the tnec-
a
essary end point as this solution has only firdt-mode solutions).iiy its
neighborhood. If we look at Figs. 15.23 and 15. 24, we see that for
10 r: ,where v^ y, > '7R
	
, there has agpeared a new neutral
solution together with a family of amplified solutions. , For alli^bf
these solutions, cs. is less the i ; - '/ ran, , and; is supersonic wi.tlY respect
to the freq stream. Consequently, we have a neutral supersonic Ablution
and supersonic amplified solutions of the typerd+iscussed in Section 13.7.2.
All of theee solutions are outgoing waves. It °,i3s evident from Figs. 15.23
=+	 and' 15.25 that when ^ e. ^o or does not exl6t, the eigenvali2d; curve
of the amplified subsonic solutions joins the eigenvalue curve otN •the
t ORIGINAL PAGE' RZL
try
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amplified supersonic solutions at a c, > p I I	 -The end' point 'of 'this
combined eigenvalue curve is another neutral supersonic splution which,
has not yet been studied, but it appears to b6' of a si {ngul6x nature.
The important result is that conditions exist by which there can be
second-mode amplified solutions regardless of.whether or pop there is
a generalized inflection point in the boundary layer. Co6fing the wall
does nothing to remove this source of amplification. ' This same result,
of course, applies to all of the higher modes:
If the maximum amplification rate of the first three modes is
computed for several. 7r, / -ry at M1 = 5.8, then Fig. 15. 26 can be con-
structed. We see from this figure that as TW / T,.	 decreases; (^ ccl^nu
of the first mode decreases to zero monotonically. In contrast,
( ac c l ),of the second mode increases by 50p, and Lac C r y,„QL of the
third mode increases by a factor of three. The amplification rate otc;
is the proper one when we wish to make comparisons for a fixed free stream
and at a fixed R. . If we wish to compare disturbance growths over a
boundary-layer thickness, then we need oc y C,	 Table 15.6 gives some
^w	 Ti.r /Tr
	 ^5	 ^^	 r^f Cilt+ar x 10
	
0.8 +7
	1.00	 20.0	 9.4	 8.5
	
0. 50
	
o.65
	
16.1	 8.3
	
0.25	 0 r 4o	 13.2	 6.0	 7.7
	
0.10	 0.25	 11.2	 7.0
	
-0.10	 0.05	 8.5	 3.2
	 5.4
Table 15.6 Maximum second-mode amplification rate based on boundary-
a	
Layer thickness for cooled-wall boundary layers at Ml
.= 5.8.
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 which correspond to the values of C a C;1,.,,,
S	
of Fig. 15.26. Also included in the table are some values of
the thickness of the supersonic relative--flow region for the phase
velocity of the most unstable disturbance. We see that
	 decreases
a bit more rapidly than ^^ as Twj Tr decreases.
As two final results concerning the effect of cooling on two-
f	 dimensional disturbances, we may look at Figs. 15.27 and 15.28, where
i
oc c; is plotted against c4 at 141
 = 8 and M1 = 10 for the insulated
wall and for TW Tr =0.05. At M1 = 8.0 and T =50K,  the first
three modes are merged for the insulated wall; at M, = 10 the first
four modes are merged. In the highly cooled case, the modes are separate
at both Mach numbers. The first mode is slightly unstable at Ml = 8.0,
but the amplification rates are too small to show in the figure. At
M2. = 10.0, the most unstable first-mode disturbance has an amplification
rate equal to 1/3 of its value for the insulated-wall case and a wave
number which is larger for the cooled wall than for the insulated wall.
At Ml = 5.8, this wave number decreases with increased cooling. The
higher modes at both Mach numbers are destabilized and shifted to higher
wave numbers, just as at N, = 5.8. The maximum amplification rate of
each higher mode is approximately doubled as a result of the wall. cooling.
Since the boundary-layer +hickness is alto cut in half, Ca l c; 1, r,ox i6
virtually unchanged by the cooling.
15.6.2 Three-dimensional disturbances
Cooling the wall stabilizes the first-mode two--dimensional disturbances
!.S
	 by moving 
']s, toward ^o	 Since athree-dimensional disturbance at a
r ..F?
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sufficiently large wave angle 1 ' reduces o well below 7 ,5 , and manes
it impassible for > tc be less than 7, , we may ask if 14
n this case
there also exists a stabilizing mechanism for first-mode three-dimensional
disturbances. The answer is yes, and it involves the raegond generalizedi
inflection point ,, 	 which we found to have no sign'_.ficance for two-
dimensional disturbances since it was always less ,,uan	 However,
with increasing ? , ', can be made low enough ' sc that 
^s: > ^o
As soon as this condi-41ion is fulfilled, there will be two neutral sub-
sonic solutions, and the eigenvalue curve of the first-mode amplified
solutions will be located between those two solutions, As Tw f T,.
decreases '.
	
and the maximum amplification rate will decrease,
just as it does for two-dimensional disturbances when "ja, --^ ^,	 . At
Ml = ^.$, as we see from Fig. 15.21, with sufficient cooling
Consequently, the first mode is completely stabilized even for three-
dimensional disturbances, but at a lower value of T,, / T, than was
required to completely stabilize two-dimensional disturbances. At higher
Mach numbers, '., is greater than 
'$2. regardless of the amount of cooling,
and there will always be amplified three-dimensional disturbances. However,
the amplification rates of these disturbances will be much less than the
amplification rates of the insulated-wall, boundary layer.
For second-mode three-dimensional disturbances, the same result holds
as for the insulated-wall case: the most unstable disturbance is two dim-
ensional. Complete calculations have not yet been carried out for three-
dimensional disturbances in cooled-wall boundary layers, but there has been
enough done to establish the above described behavior and also to provide a
Y
..i89..
curve of t o( c, ) h:,, vs. T'w i TN at Ml = 5.8. (The maximum here is
with respect to both oc and
	 .} This curve is included in Fig. 19.4.
15.6.3 Neutral supersonic solutions
As already mentioned, a neutral supersonic solution 4ppear6 in Figs.
15.23 and 15.24 for 0, = 0.10 { T, / T- = 0.25). This sglution fits the
description given in Section 13.7.2. It is a purely outgoing wave, and
In the coordinate system fixed relative to the phase velocity it is a
Mach wave. Since the wave extends to infinity with undiminished amplitude,
it transports energy from the-boundary layer to infinity. However, it is
a neutral disturbance and the net energy transfer must be zero. The energy
carried to infinity is made up by energy production in the boundary layer
due to a Reynolds stress which exists in the region
This Reynolds stress, as calculated by numerical integration, is shown.
in Fig. 15.29. This figure agrees with the sketch given by Lees and Lin
(1946) for a neutral supersonic disturbance. As noted by Lees and Lin,
te. must be .less than es in order that the Reynolds stress, which is
given by (15.4), is positive. A ne utral supersonic solution of this
type has also been found at Ml = 5.8 for ' 8,,, 0.15, but not for : 9w = 0. 25 .
A plot of the magnitude of the pressure amplitude function,
is given in Fig. 15.30 for the neutral supersonic solution of Fig. 15.29
and also for the second-mode neutral subsonic solution. The two'emplitude
functions are similar in character, and, because of the single 180 0
 phase
shift, we can assign the neutral supersonic solution to the second mode.
This result is a reasonable one, In view of the fact that the second-mode
amplified solutions join the supersonic ampl.if^ed solutions when,
or has disappeared.
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We may now ask if there are any neutral supersonic solutions which
are purely incoming waves instead of the outgoing waves jupt discussed.
No solutions of this type have yet been calculated, but aka inspection of
complete eigenvalue diagrams which include the damped solutions makes
their existence probable. Diagrams of this sort for Tw / Tr. = 0.25
and 0.05	 8w = 0.10 and - 0.10) at Ml = 5.8 are included in the figures
of Section 19.2. From these diagrams we see that when the eigenvalue curve
of the second--mode amplified solutions for 0, = 0.10 is exterd.ad into
the damped region, it joins up with the eigenvalue curve of a family of
damped supersonic solutions. According to the results obtained in Section
13.7.2, these solutions are incoming waves. At this value of	 there
is a neutral supersonic solution and a family of amplified supersonic
solutions, all of which are outgoin^ waves. At	 0.10, the eigen-
value curve of the second-mode amplified solutions connects up with the
previously separate amplified supersonic solutions. By analogy with the
situation at	 6, = 0.10, we may speculate that a neutral supersonic
solution also exists here, but that it is a purely incoming wavet,and is
associated with a family of damped incoming waves. Obviously, this neutral
disturbance receives energy from infinity, and the energy gain must be
balanced by an energ, loss due to a negative Reynolds stress in the region
In order to have a negative Reynolds stress .,
according to (15.4) 0
 C ►- must be greater than C S .
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A16. Review of AsMtotic Theories
The inviscid theory as presented in the preceding se'd^ion has'
given us a large body of numerical results, the'applicabil.^ty of which
has not yet been established. To find out where these'te4ults'can be
used, it is necessary to turn to the viscous theory°' 'Historieally,
the viscous theory was first attacked by the sauce methods that had
proved successful for incompressible glow. A brief account of this
theory and its immediate successors is given in this section. Only
two-dimensional disturbances are considered..
16.1 Lees-Lin theory
Each form of the asymptotic theory depends upon reducing the
complete stability equations of Section 13.5 to a simplified system
of equations by means of order-of-magnitude arguments. The inviscid
equation provides two of the necessary six solutions. The simplified
equations are derived to be valid in a viscous region, and they-Will
provide the four additional solutions needed to. solve the eigenVal.ue
problem. The region of validity of the Lees-Lin equations is the'
r	 immediate neighborhood of the czitical point.
A new independent variable ^ is defined, where
E
	 (16. )
and
{16.2)
- (4 R
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•3 '	 i„x...:•	 ,,:.,,_..	 .ia	 ^.:. ^	 pia-	 ;^.
a	 t
This variable is e:5sentially the same as the one used in the incom-
pressible theory in Section 6.4. The order-of-magnitude considerations
Lead to
(16-3)
I'I
6	 ^	 :	 X7, U6.4)
3 (16-5)
U6.6)
(16.7)
X6 (16.8)
where the `Xh are all of the same order and may be considered to be the
first terms in a power-series expansion in E
	
.	 WYsn these relationsi
r
are substituted into the complete equations, the	 ,ean--flow quantities
c and T expanded in series about	 ^^ , and only the lowest order
i
terms kept, the equations of Lees and Lin are obtained.	 They are
'XI (16.9)
U6.12)
(16.13)
Tz	 (16.14)
if (16.10) is differentiated, the following equation is obtained
for x3
 
)(30o	 (16.15 )
a
'
	
	 Since this equation is the sane as (6.29), two viscous solutions are
provided by ( 6.32) and (6.33). From (16.14). the equation for x6' is
(16.16)
Consequently, X3 is coupled to XS , and velocity fluctuations will
;
bring about temperature fluctuations. The important point of the Lees-
Lin theory is that temperature fluctuations do not similarly bring about
velocity fluctuations (Yy does not occur in the equations for X, and
X 3 ). The velocity boundary conditions at the wall may be satisfied
by the inviscid solution and the proper viscous solution of (16.15).
'Then solutions of the homogeneous part of (16.106 ) are simply added to
'F
the temperature fluctuations associated with these solutions to satisfy
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the temperature boundary condition at the wall. The temperature
Fluctuations do not enter the eigenvalue problem, which is identical
in all essential respects to the eigenvalue problem in ingbmpressible
Flow.
This form of the theory was used by Lees (1947) to compute neutral-
stability curves at 1 = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1 and 1.3 for an insulated
wall, and at Ml = 0.7 for three cooled-wall cases and one heated-wall
case. In a later report, bees (1952), he computed amplification rates
and the overall growth of constant-fregaency disturbances at M, = 0.7
for the insulated-wall case.
The Lees- Lin equations can also be written without expanding , U
and T in power series. In this fo:.­m, the equations for f , and
are as follows:
U	 16.17 )
(16.18)
iaR^r f l{-
(16.19)
v'
where the independent variable is r . The validity of these equations
still rests on the supposition that U-r- is a small quantity. However,
we may also do as in incompressible flow and simply regard these equations
as an approximation that is useful when 14- c is not small, which is
the way the theory is applied in any case. A further step with 2(_ c
-196..
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not considered small is to obtain the counterparts of the Tolimien
{
	
	 viscous solution& of Section 6.5. In this form, the theory is an
approximation, to the Dunn-Lin theory which is discussed ip the next
section. Neutral-stability curves have been computed by Mack (196o)
at bi = 1.3, 1.6 and 2.2 from this version of the theory. The inviscid
t
solutions were calculated by the same numerical, method as used by Lees
(1947)(power-series expansion in az ), except that one additional term
was used.
16.2 Dunn-Lin theory
Because they viscous solutions of the Lees-Lin theory are strictly
valid only near the critical point, Dunn and Lin (1955) developed an
a
	
	 improved theory where the viscous solutions are of the Tollmien type
and are valid everywhere. The viscous equations were derived by:Dunn
(1953) from careful order-of-magnitude arguments applicable in the wall
viscous region. In this viscous region, the ordering parameter ^s
F = (oC R) 	 , the sauce quantity which appeared in Section 6.2.
With R-c no longer considered a small quantity, the viscous equations
	 j
are
fill	
i oCR(7^- 4 ^	 '	 U
J/	 (16.20)
Y (16.21)
^` w iCkR' L1^-^^ g	
_ U
	 16.22
is	 y	 (	 )
x^
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When U - c is small, (16.21) reduces to (16.18), and when 'C- c is not
small, (16.19) reduces to (105 .22). Equation (16.20) is the same in
both the Lees--Lin and Dunn-Lin theories.
There is an important difference between the Dunn-Lin azd the Lees-
Lin viscous equations. In the Lees--Lin theory, velocity fluctuations
induce temperature Fluctuations, but temperature fluctuations do not
induce velocity fluctuations. In the Dunn-Lin theory the contrary is
true. Velocity fluctuations do not induce temperature fluctuations, but
temperature fluctuations induce velocity fluctuations. In other words,
the Lees-Lin equations have the four viscous solutions
f3 1	 ^; 1	 Lf4 i T4 r 01
(16.23)
(0 ) 0 E 9s)	 ,	 (p r .0 l y6)
	and the Dunn-Lin equations have the solutions
	 .: y
l ^'3 , ^ y , D }	 ^	 (^'^ , ^ 4 ^ D 7
(16.2+)
^^ 1 ^S r gSl r	 td , ^6 , ^6^
Consequently, in the Dunn-Lin theory the velocity and temperature boundary
conditions must be satisfied simultaneously, and as a result the temperature
fluctuations enter into the eigenvalue problem.
_198-
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If we designate the inviscid solution that satisfies the boundary
conditions at infinity by	 and eliminate the viscous
solutions which become large as
	 cc (subscripts four ind six
according to the conventional notation)', we can write the'boundary
conditions at 17 0 as
F,„	 A T3 	 13 fs,
	
A ^ 3 tv	 13 qsu,	 o	 (16-25)
9 14,	 +	 Ae,,	 4	 s 9.r%v = a
In order to have a non-trivial solution of these homogeneous equation.-
for A and B, the determinant must be zero. With 6-.1 and +5 zero from
the Dann-Lin theory, the expansion of the determinant gives
	
+
	 (16. 26 )
+31
The inviscid equations given in Section 13-7.1 can be manipulated to
yield
E)%w	
= t Y- 11	
I %U	
;161.27)
Fw	 F%W
With (16.27) substituted into (16.26), the eigenvalue equation is found
,to be
73w '	 Z gy,
T3--	 gs-w
.	 _	 I -- ^CY-^1 M; kw — Tw ^ _^ 	 9 sk,	
(16.28)
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This equation was first obtained by Reshotko (1960, but another
equation which reduces to the above for Tw = o was derived earlier
by Dunn and Lin (private communication). The inviscid tens are on
the left-hand side ,
 and the viscous terms are on the nigh-; hand side
just as for incompressible flow. In the Lees-Lin theory, (16.28) is
replaced by
(16.29)
^.^	 f3w
which is identical to (6.2) in the incompressible theory.
When the temperature fluctuations are unimportant i n the sense
that the associated velocity fluctuations given by ^ f
 are small,
(16.28) also reduces to (16.29). For the insulated-wall case, the
neutral-stability curvq is not influenced by the temperature fluctuations
up to about D" = 1.6. At IM = 2.2, the neutral- stability curve with
temperature fluctuations included is outside of the neutral curve
obtained from (16.29). Unfortunately, the neutral-stability curve
obtained from numerical integration of the complete stability equations
is inside of the neutral curve obtained from (1.6.29) as will be shown
in Section 17.1-
16.3 Lees-Reshotko theory
A further attempt to improve the asymptotic theory was made by Lees
and Reshotko (1962), reported .first by Reshotko (1960). The separation
into inviscid and viscous solutions was retained, but all solutions were
calculated by numerical integration of the appropriate equations. Because
the viscous solutions were to be obtained by numerical integration, a
-200-
more complete system of viscous equations could be used that# in the
normal asymptotic method. The viscous equations, derived from order-
of-magnitude arguments, are
1" 17	 A AT
iv.R(k-c) T	
- f ` -' u B	 - .0	 (16.30)
f	 i T,
-
 f 1_'( k- C) e_ o
r	
T - U6.31)
^.	
RrCk- c} 
6 - 
dl2v-T
	
(16.32)
A neutral-stability curve was computed by Lees and Reshotko at
M1 = 2.2. It agreed with the Dann-Lin theory o, the: upper branch,
and on the lower branch was shifted somewhat to the right. Hence
there was an improvement over the Thum-Lin theory, although a small
one. An attempt was also made to compute neutral-stability curves
at Ml = 3.2 and 5.6, but at these Mach numbers the neutral curve was
found to break up into multiple loops of a puzzling nature. These
loops have not been explained, but it does appear that they are funda-
mentally different from the multiple loops to be discussed in the next
section, and which can be identified with the multiple inviscid modes
already discussed.
3^
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17- Viscous Theory - Two-Dimensional Disturbances, Insulated Wall
We now take up the viscous theory to the extent it can be developed
from the results obtained from numerical integration of the complete
stability equations. With these results, we can assess the accuracy
,1 . of the asymptotic theories and also find under which cigcumstances it
is possible to masse use of the inviscid theory. Further, we can study
such things as the influence of the Reynolds number on amplification
f
	
	 rates and frequencies of the most unstable disturbances. Finally, we
can compute the growth of disturbances of constant frequency as they
travel through the boundary layer, and thus be in a position to judge
the response of the boundary layer to any particular disturbance spectrum.
17.1 Neutral- stability curves
17.1.1 Comparison with asymptotic theory
Figure 17.1 gives a comparison of three neutral-stability curves
for two-dimensional disturbances at M, ; 2.2. The dimensionless frequency,
a r	 41	 N=
CU V / u,	 , is plotted against R = Rx
	 (cup is referred to as
in the figure). The outermost curve is from Mack (196o) and was obtained
from (16.28), the eigenvalue equation of the Dunn -Lin theory which includes
the temperature fluctuations. The innermost curve is from the numerical
integration of the equations of Section 13,5 according to the method of
Mack (1965a). There is seen to be a large discrepancy in the two results.
Somewhat better agreement is fc ,md by omitting the temperature fluctuations.
The intermediate curve was obtained by direct numerical integration of the
simplified system of equations given by Dunn and Lin (1955). These equations
include, in. addition to the inviscid terns, the leading viscous -terms
-202-
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according to Dunn's order-of-magnitude analysis. There are no dis-
sipation terms in the simplified enerQr equation.
The asymptotic method is supposed to solve the simplified equations
with an error no larger than the error involved in dropping the missing
viscous terms. It is obvious from rig. 17.1 that the equations are
better than the method used to solve then. The fact that the Lees-
Reshotko neutral-stability curve is in good agreement with the Dunn-Lin
neutral curve also indicates that the main source of the failure of the
asymptotic theory is not to be found in the equations used. Calculations
at lower Mach numbers give good agreement of the three neutral curves at
M1 = 1.3, and fair agre::s,ent at M1
 = 1.6. It can be concluded that the
asymptotic method is adequate for two-dimensional disturbances up tc
M1 = 1.6 1 and that the refinement of including the temperature fluctuations
adds nothing to the adequacy of the theory,
The experimental points shown in Fig. 17.1 were measured by Laufer
and Vrebalovich (1.960 ). They are not important in the present context
and will be discussed in Section 20.1.
17.1.2 Effect of Mach number
The evolution of the neutral-stability curve with increasing 13a.ch
number is of considerable interest. Figure 17.2 gives neutral curves at
five Mach numbers from 1.6 to 3.$. The wave number is plotted against;
11R to emphasize the high Reynolds number region. At bi t
 = 1.6, the neutral
curve still has the same character as in incompressible flow. There is
a weak inviscid instability; and a approaches the inviscid neutral sub-
sonic wage number aaj from above as R - c oo	 In the sense of the
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definition given in the footnote on p. 75, viscosity has a destabilizing
effect with this type of neutral curve.
At i = 2.2, a local minimum appears ii, the upper bra.4ch of the
neutral curve. This minimum indicates that the effect of viscosity has
become stabilizing over a range of high Reynolds numbers '. At Ml = 2.6,
this minimum is more pronounced and cx appears to approach cis, from
below. If this supposition is coriact, then viscosity has a stabilizing
effect from R	 up to the local minimum. At 24 = 3.0, the minimum
has virtually disappeared and a clearly approaches c ,5 , From below.
The effect of viscosity is stabilizing, or almost so, over the entire
t	 -
range of Reynolds numbers. At 	 3. $, the minimum has definitely
disappeared and the wave number decreases monotonically along the:neutral
curve from as, to d = 0. This neutral curve is of the same general. type 	 ~^
''	 3
as the one in Fig.
	 2•{p.	 for the Falkner-Skan separation
.	  9•	 7 )	 	 profile.
The maximum instability is inviscid(at R
	 and the effect of; vis-
cosity is only stabilizing. These statements can all be verified by
studying the amplification rate as a function of Reynolds number, as will
be clone in Section 17.2.1.
The neutral-stability curve at M, = 4.2, plotted as vl vs R, c,. vs R
and 4;'1-*/ 
Uis 
vs R, is shown in Fig. 17.3. At this Mach number there
are two separate loops, and it is to be expected that the first, or lower,
loop is the finite Reynolds number counterpart of the inviscid first mode
and the second, or upper, loop is the counterpart of the inviscid second
mode. The upper branch of the first loop tends to acs, cs as R -d cO
while the upper branch of the second loop tends to ocs i
 , c s	 The lower''^a
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branch of the first loop tends to of = a, C O
	as R oo , and on the
upper loop it is not possible to assign a definite limit. These limits
fit the identification of the two loops with the first a4d second modes.
If the eigenfunctigns of the neutral disturbances are examined, it is
found that there is little phase change on the first loop, and a large
phase change on the second loop.
The shape of the neutral.-stability curve of the second mode indicates
that here too viscosity has only a stabilizing influence. The much greater
inviscid instability of the second mode as compared to the first mode is
reflected in . the smaller critical. Reynolds number of the second mode.
The lowest Mach number at which the second mode has been calculated
(because of the ct R limitation of the method of n=erical integration)
is Ml = 3.8, where the critical Reynolds number is R = 830, and the wave
number is oC = 0.806 and the phase velocity is c,.= 0.904.
Figure 17.4. shows the of vs R neutral curves at M1 = 4.5 and 4.8.
At hit = 4.5 there s.re still. two separate loops as at Nil 
= 
4.2, but at
Ml = 4.8 an important change has taken placer The two separate unstable
regions have merged into a single unstable region enclosed by a single
neutral curve. This single curve starts at the inviscid neutral sonic
solution and ends at the inviscid neutral subsonic solution of the second.
mode. The factor which controls whether there are individual or separate
neutral, curves is whether oc,=	 is greater than or less than 0^s,
	
At
ml = 4. 5 .,
	 a , z, ,-	 as,	 and there are two separate loops.	 At
d, i	-4	 as, and there is a single loop.
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At every oc,R in the interior of the single neutral curve there
is an amplified solution. However, there are multiple viscous solutions,
i.e., more than one c for a given a,  R , just as there are multiple
inviscid solutions, i.e., more than one c for a given cc	 Hence at
the same df R where there is an amplified solution of one family, -there
can be a damped or neutral solution of another family. Some examples of
multiple viscous solutions are shown in Figs. 19.4 and 19.5•
The neutral-stability curves of cc vs R and c,. vs R at M1 = 5.$ are
given in Fig. 17.5 together with a few contours of c;= coast. Although
the merger of the two unstable regions is further advanced that'at
M1 = ^r.8, it is seen that these contours still form two distinct Families.
Consequently, it is still possible to identify disturbances as belonging
to the first and second modes even after the merger. There is a,=rapid
change from first-mode to second-mode character at the apparent J=cture
of the two regions. The fact that both families of contours are^'open to
infinity is another indication that the effect,bf viscosity is purely
destabilizing.
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w6th order 8th order
Ml
r
R oc or c;	 z	 X0 3 ac; r	 ^o' % difference
1.3 500 0.075 450 0.883 o.824 7.2
1.3 1500 o.o6o 450 1.467 1.445 1.5
1.6 500 0.070 550 0.974 0.874 11.4
1.6 1500 0.050 550 1.384 1.346 2.8
2.2 500 0.055 600 1.198 1.066 12.4
2.2 800 c. o45 60 1.391 1.300 7.0
2.2 1500 0.0 35 60 1.	 2^3	 . 1.2 73 4.1
^ r
4.5 500 0.045 600 1,117 1.039 7.5
4.5 1500 0.050 600 1.641 1.613 1.7
5.8 500 0.050 750 0.790 0.736 7.3
5.8 1500 o.o6o 550 1.403 1.384 1.4
10.0 1500 o.o4o 550 0.444 o.434 2.3
Table 18.1 Comparison of amplification rates for thwee-dimensional
disturbances as computed from sixth-order and eighth-
order systems of equations at several Mach numbers.
A	 .
change in u c;
	
zero term	 Ml = 2.2	 L.8	 10.0
	
z/U L au 	 +1.4	 +0.7	 +0.9
	
zrd u ^v'	 o	 -0.1	 -o.4
^fTC 2 T	
-0.1	 -1.2	 - 2.4
.
z^^ k ^ ` ^ ' tq„	 + 4.1	 +1.4	 +.-2.3
All zero	 + 5.3	 + 0.8	 + 0.4
Table 18.2 Comparison. of individual energy-equation
dissipation terms on amplification rate at
R = 1500 for three Mach numbers.
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